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arguments we 
came up with 
the theme for 
this year; BE-
HIND THE 
SCENES. To us 
this then1e incorporated 
both those in the spot-
1 igh t and those back-
stage. Speaking of those 
backstage we would like 
to extend our thanks to 
the following: 
OUR PATRONS: With-
out whom this yearbook 
would not be possible. 
The names of these ded-
Behind 
the 
Seen es 
With 
Your 
Editors 
icated people are I isted on 
the botto111 of the Senior 
and Activity pages. 
ANDY, JON AND 
STAFF: (aka Miracle 
Workers) We will never be 
able to understand how 
you managed to get any-
one to buy ads in this re-
cession (we're not return-
ing the calls of anyone who 
con1plained of large men 
BETSY AND STAFF: 
You worked long hours to 
convince the student body 
that they would want our 
book in June. You should 
really be proud of Y<?ur-
selves because we certainly 
are. 
DAVE: You did 
a great Job with 
a very time con-
suming section. 
We know that 
keeping track of 
al I the teams at 
BHS is hard. 
Thanks. 
ERIN: Thank 
you so much for 
your unending 
help and coop-
eration. No n1atter how 
rushed you were, you were 
always there to .rescue. us. 
You did a magnificent JOb! 
LAURIE: You really 
pulled together a difficu~t 
section that, to n1any, is 
the n1ost important section 
of the book. With your or-
ganization this section is 
wonderful. All the seniors 
owe you a great deal. 
you were always avail-
able to help with only 
short notice and without 
you this book never 
could have happened. 
OUR PARENTS: For 
two years you've carted 
us to 6:30 am n1eetings, 
have picked up filn1 fron1 
every processor in the ci-
ty of Bangor, have typed 
rean1s of copy, and have 
allowed your living roon1 
to be invaded the day be-
fore a deadline even 
though you had no idea 
what was going on. 
l~ hank you so niuch, 
without you we never 
would have been able to 
handle the pressure! 
MANY THANKS: Sarah, 
Awesus, Molly and Deanna 
for all your efforts. 
MR. AMES: As our year-
book advisor you have 
taught us to juggle what 
seen1 like hundreds of de-
n1ands at once; how to 
please an adniinistration, a 
faculty, a student body 
and ourselves all at the 
san1e ti me. You have 
been n1 uch n1ore than an 
advisor to us and we will 
never be able to forget 
you and the past two 
years. Thank you. 
CO LE: You conie fron1 
Now that we have ac-
knowledged those be-
hind the scenes we wel-
con1e you to turn 
pages and go ... 
the 
~J\ind 
t;e--~u/le4a 
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N ow that we have your attention ... 
Rarely a week goes by that Bangor High and its students aren't men-
tioned in local papers or on television. Whether it is our boys' soccer team 
on their way to the playoffs or the Latin Club hosting a state meeting 
Bangor High students are out in front. For every activity, sport, or person 
mentioned publicly there are ten times as many who quietly go about their 
work helping their classmates and school reach glory while hanging back 
from the limelight themselves. 
From the football star to the scenic decorator for the play, Bangor High 
students are dedicated to the Bangor High tradition of school spirit. School 
spirit isn't about winning every game or being involved in every activity. It 
is a pride in our school and ourselves which all Bangor High students, 
regardless of popularity or ability demonstrate. 
READ BEFORE 
CONTINUING 
The 1992 Oracle represents our very diverse student body and especially honors 
those who work behind the scenes. 
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HOW A PAGE 
STEP 1: 
The first step is a group of people 
getting together and brainstorming. 
They think about how the page should 
look and what its effect will be. Although 
this step takes the longest, it can be the 
most fun. After designing the page, 
source books are consulted to check on 
page and copy directions. 
• 
I 
I 
. 
--
STEP 2: 
This is the first step in drawing a 
layout. The basic design is drawn on 
the page with space set aside for art. 
The screen is designated at the top 
between picas I 0 and 20 (a pica is one 
of the little boxes) . 
IS MADE 
T/IBLE 
~-~~~~o~F~~~-
C ONTENTS 
I 
STEP4: 
The final step is the addition of page and copy 
directions. Each direction must be circled or else 
it will actually appear on the page. Notice how 
the copy in the boxes is in "30 pt. (se)." This 
means that the typeface (se) or Seville will be 30 
points (2 and '/2 picas in size.) This process is 
followed for each and every page in the entire 
book. To see what the finished and printed page 
looks like just turn to the Table of Contents. 
STEP 3: 
Now the space that was set aside for the art contains an 
example of what that art will look like. Next to the boxes are 
outlines of more art that will be added later. Finally the title 
of the page is added. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
Sunset and Evening star, 
And one clear call for me! 
And may there be no moaning of the bar, 
When I put out to sea, 
But such a tide as moving seems asleep, 
Too full for sound and foam, 
When that which drew from out the boundless 
deep 
Turns again home. 
Twilight and evening bell, 
And after that the dark! 
And may there be no sadness of farewell, 
When I embark; 
For though from out our bourne of Time and 
Place 
The flood may bear me far, 
I hope to see my Pilot face to face 
When I have crossed the bar. 
- Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
"Crossing the Bar" 
Dedieation 
This year's yearbook theme is Behind the Scenes and we, the OR-
ACLE staff of 1992 could think of no one more appropriate to dedicate 
this year's yearbook to than Carole Bassi. Like so many others, she 
works behind the scenes to aid students and faculty alike. From handing 
out Band-Aids and parking permits to performing miracles and offering 
a sympathetic ear she is there for everyone who needs her. 
She attended Bangor High School where she graduated eighth in a 
class of366. She received the French Medal - Business and the B.P.W. 
award. Mrs. Bassi began working in the Bangor School Department 
when the secretary at Dow Lane school took a leave of absence. In 
November of 1982 she began working at Bangor High School. Mrs. 
Bassi has embodied the spirit of B.H.S. through her coaching of the 
Varsity Cheerleading Team and through her riveting announcements. 
Mrs. Bassi lives in Bangor with her husband Mike and three children 
Mike Jr., Kristen, and Andrea. 
The ORACLE staff wishes to thank Mrs. Bassi for everything she has 
done to help make this book a success. 
11 
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BANGOR HIGH SCHOOL 
885 BROADWAY BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
Dear Members of the Class of 1992: 
Each year the excitement builds until the message goes out that the yearbooks 
have arrived. I know, from past experience, that this year all will share that same 
excitement. 
The ORACLE helps all of us to reflect, at different times, on the various events 
and happenings that took place during our high school years. 
The ORACLE staff has, once again, put many hours of hard work into making a 
book that all will find enjoyable and want to keep for lasting memories. We all wish 
to thank the ORACLE staff and advisor for a job well done. 
To the Class of 1992, we wish you every success and good fortune that the future 
can give. 
Principal 
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Row I: Junita Drisko, William Ames, Victoria Kornfield, Dianna Christakos, Belinda Ney, Deanna Jones. Row 2: 
Drew Milliken, Lynda Peterson, Jan Rideout, Carol Farthing, George MacDonald, Julie Grab. Not Present: Michelle 
Pike. 
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Row I: Deanna Carson, James Plummer, Ann Marston, Mary Jane Poole, Hillary Poisson, Ann Sexton, Cynthia 
Sturgeon. 
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Row I: Patricia Sirois, Roger Reed, Betty Houlihan, James Smith, Arthur Monk, Maynard Walton, James Quine. 
Not Present: Joseph Pelletier. 
Row I: Catherine Gordon, Gail Mercier, Stephanie Lord. Row 2: John Stubbs, Jack Brown, Kendall 
Winchenbach, Kevin Birkel,Joyce Blakney, Elaine Grant, Albert Mooers. Not Present: Steven Godsoe. 
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Row I : Philip Emery, Douglas Reusch, Martin O'Connell, Allen Harrington, Joyce Harrison, John 
Morgan, Donald Johnson, Simon Wesley, Rodney Joyal. Missing: Dr. Wesley Hedlund, Robert Guyette. 
Q.ow I : John Purton, Robert Soucie, Ronald Geagan, Virginia Sucy, Anne Marie 
'Worobetz, William Quinn. 
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Faculty--------------------
Row I: Susan Grindel, Jan Rideout, Cal Elmore, Gundrun Tarr. Row 2: Heidi Anderson, Jean Sigler, Sarah 
Tabor. Not Present: John Erikson, Julie Gockel. 
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Row I: Irvin Krupke, Leigh orwood, Richard Foster, Carl Steller. 
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Standing: Jeffrey Ingalls, Robert Kelly, Jeffrey Fahey, Bruce Morse. Laying: Barbara 
Stoyell. Not Present: Jayne Chase, Robert Seccareccia. 
Row I: James McNamara, Maureen Hodge, Paula Tingley, Timothy Murray. 
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Row l: Elaine Carson, Irene Bartlett, Gail Gary. Row 2: Margo Miller, Dawne Violette, 
Carole Bassi, Mary Ellen Perry, Joan Thompson. 
Row 1: Pat Freeman, Melinda Perrier, Theresa Richardson, Bridget Woodward, Tim Baude. Row 2: Kathy 
Rice, Rebecca Woodard-Inman, Ellen VanVranken, Diana Kaszas, Mary Marshall, Nancy Bragg, Diane Bailey, 
Barbara Moore, Janet Schlegel. Row 3: John Halloran, Susan Melvin, Barry Crocker, George Brisette, Alice 
McLellan, Shirley Dunn, Gary Gallant, Catherine Wittig. Not Present: Victoria McLean. 
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Faculty-------------------
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A Row I: Janice Condon, Kay Grant, Jerry Neilsen, Sharon Babcock, Rita Dyer, Jill Webber, Sue Mitchell, Ellie McDonald, Judy Norko, Rhonda Thibeault, Stephanie Prissey, Jeannie Noyse. Not Present: Lisa Shaw. 
Don Bristol 
Randy Duncan 
Malcolm Grant 
William Grover 
Barry LaRochelle 
Joseph Poirier 
Clyde Richards 
Dick Thompson 
Bill Trafton 
Tom Walton 
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Asst. Principal 
Ray Bussiere 
Co-op/Voe. Ed. 
Mark Hackett 
Study Hall/Cafeteria 
Deborah Green 
Asst. Principal 
Paul Soucy 
Co-op/Voe. Ed 
Thomas Tennett 
Librarian 
Deborah Averill 
Athletic Director 
Stephen Vanidestine 
Picture 
Not 
Available 
Home Ee. 
Janice Osgood 
Library 
Sharon Garwacki 
Athletic Trainer 
John Ryan 
In House Suspension 
Audrey Geagan 
Reading 
Mary O'Brien 
19 
Faculty 
R.O.T.C. 
Peter Doak 
20 
Nurse 
Ann MacKay 
School Psychologist 
Mark Roth 
Social Worker 
Joyce Thomas 
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Final Checklist 
RE'TDRN ALL 0 BOOKS.. 
~ -
-
PAY ALL FINES _o 
-I-l~A v_E:---FU ___ N ______ u --------- d 
CHECK W GRADDA'TION PLANS 
- -0 
I-l __ A_V_E __ F_U_N_\\ ______ ~ 
"Th wh e greatest thin . ere we are b . g m this world . ' ut m what d' . is not so Irect10n w much e are . 
Oliver w d moving." 
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BEGIN TO BE NOW WHAT YOU WILL BE HEREAFTER 
25 
.. 
Cindy Albert 
Stephanie Anderson 
Laura F. Baker 
You, hide a light within yourself 
In your mind it's just a dream 
A book behind the shelf 
All you have to do is just (et go. 
- Indecent Obsession 
S.E.E. D. 11, 12; Peer Support 11; 
AFS 12; Ram Page 11, 12; Winter 
Track 11; Spring Track 9; Year-
book 11, 12. 
Felicia Baron 
I hear and I forget 
I see and I remember 
I do and I understand 
Confucius 
Band 9, IO; Band Board IO; Stage 
Band 9, IO; Key Club 11; Guidance 
Office Asst. 9, 10, 11, 12; Attend-
ance Office Asst. 9; DESERT 
STORM Support Group 11. 
26 Robert Ganem 
Joshua Bears 
You're only young once, but you can 
always be immature. 
-Dave Barry 
Varsity Golf9, 10, 12; Winter Track 
11, 12; Spring Track 11, 12; Class 
Council 12; RamPage 12; Talent 
Show 12; WHSN Radio 12; Lit 
House 11. 
Kevin Beatham 
It is easy to ta/u liberty for granted, 
when you have never had it taken from 
you. 
- Dick Cheney 
Band 9, 10. 
Nicole "Nicki" Marie Beaulieu 
It doesn't matter if you win or lose as 
long as you believe in yourself. 
- Megan Elizabeth Walker 
Chorus 9, l 0, 11, 12; "Phuong" 
~Chorus) l O; Basketball Manager 9 Fresh.), 10 o.v. Asst.), 11, 12 
Varsity); International Symposium 
9. 
Tonya Bennett 
The world doesn't meet anyone halfway. 
- from the movie, "Over the Top" 
Stephanie Benson 
"~f you're packing raisins make no 
bones about it. " 
Francis Grey 
"It's hard to celebrate when l.ou're being 
stalked by the Grim Reaper ' 
Ed Chigliak 
Todd Berlucchi 
Heidi Lynn Bires 
You can do anything until you try. 
Pioneer Acad.: Chorus 9; BHS Cho-
rus 10, II, 12; District V. 
Christine Birkel 
More and Faster 
llere we come 
White and Trashy 
and incredibly dumb. 
- K.M.F.D.M. 
Joshua K. Black 
If you ever get shined, don't worry 
'cause there's always more nugs to wease 
upon. 
- Pauly Shore 
Basketball 9, 11; Indoor Track IO· 
Class Council 11, 12; Soccer I 0, 11 '. 
12; Key Club I 0, 12 (Class Rep.) 
Roman Blanke 
I wish I'd studied Latin in Hif{h School, 
so when I went to Latin America I 
could've spoken their native language. 
-Dan Quayle 
Michele Jamie Blansit 
Live your life, be yourself, go in your 
own way, in your own time. 
-Anonymous 
Yearbook 12; Class Council 12. 
Tim Bogan 
Wel~ome to my world I:ivolve yourself 
within my dream Expenence a life just 
like your mind thought not to be. 
Slayer 
J.V. Baseball 9. 
Judith Smith 27 
Myriam Botero 
A Los amigos no se Les critica, se les 
aconseja 
Mauricio 
Enjoy life; what else do you have? 
Myriam 
AFS 12; Yearbook 12. 
Jeffrey S. Bowden 
There are two things to aim at in life: 
first to get what you want; and after 
that, to enjoy it. Only the wisest of man-
kind achieve the second. 
- Logan Pearsall Smith 
Basketball 9; Baseball 9, 10, 11, I2; 
Winter Track I 0, I I, I 2; Cross 
Country l I, 12; Math Team 11, 12. 
Phillip Boyd 
Weightlifting IO, I I , I2; Football 
l I; Winter Track I 2; Spring Track 
12; Peer Support 12; BHS Drug 
Awareness Program I I, 12. 
Jon Boyorak 
28 Paul and Michelle Lodgek 
Kristi Bragg 
Out for my own, out to be free 
One with my mind, they just can't see 
No need to hear things that they say 
Life is for my own to live my own way 
-Metallica 
Mark Braveman 
Everything's negotiable. 
Susan J. Bretthauer 
... you have a magic carpet 
That will whiz you through the air, 
To Spain or Maine or Africa 
If you just tell it where .. . 
- Shel Silverstein 
Soccer 9, I 0, I I; Softball 9, l 0, I I, 
12; Class Council I 0, I l, 12; Stu-
dent Council 12; Science Olympiad 
IO, l I, 12; NHS I I, I2. 
Jennifer Bridges 
To be loved is to be fortunate, but to be 
hated is to achieve distinction. 
- Minna Antrim 
Yearbook 12; Chorus 12. 
Bobbie Brown 
Love at first sight 
So rare, so exciting 
I only hope this love we found will last. 
-Styx 
Chorus 9, IO, 11, 12; "Phuong" 
(Chorus) IO; Yearbook 11; HOSA 
12. 
Kathryn Myra Burgess 
I can complain because rosebushes have 
thorns, or rejoice because thombushes 
have roses. It's all how you look at it. 
Swim Manager IO, 11; Latin Club 
10. 
Traci A. Burpee 
I find God in everything and I really see 
it in the heart of the young. 
-K.W. 
Elizabeth M. Campbell 
You can lean over backwards so far that 
you fall flat on your face. . . 
- Ben H. Bagd1k1an 
Class Council 12; Yearbook 12; Key 
Club 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Tennis 
12. 
Jason Carter 
Houlton H.S. Soccer 9; So. Aroos-
tock H.S. Soccer IO; Wrestling 10; 
Drama 10; Ashland H.S. Soccer 11. 
Christopher Michael Chamberlain 
No man is free who is not master of 
himself. 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 
9, 12; Winter Track 10; Class Coun-
cil 9 (Treas.), 12; Yearbook 12; Bas-
ketball 9. 
Kelley J. Clark 
The mistakes we make through gener-
osity are much less terrible than the 
gains we make through caution. 
- Socrates 
Band 11, 12. 
Ethan Cohen 
Oh v~ry younir what will you leave us 
this time. You re only dancing on this 
earth for a short while, and while you 
want to last forever you know you never 
will. 
Amnesty International 9, 10, 11 
(V.P.), 12 (Pres.); Peer Support 9 I~, 11; Latin Club 10, 11, 12; Ten~ 
nis 9, 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 1 O 
11; Cross Country 11, 12; NHS 11: 
12; Yearbook II, 12; "Midsummer 
Night's Dream" 12. 
Robert and Barbara Rosenthal 29 
Samantha Aryn Cohen 
The art of living is more like that of 
wrestling than of dancing; the main 
thing is to stand firm and be ready for 
an unforeseen attack. 
- Marcus Aurelius 
Band 9, IO; Stage Band 9, IO; Key 
Club IO, I I, I 2; Winter Track 11; 
Peer Support 9; Spanish Club 10; 
Spring Track 9, 10, I I, I2; Class 
Council I2. 
Jessica Lynn Commeau 
Remember that today and yesterdal are 
the good old days that someone wil talk 
about tomorrow. 
- Micky Ficky 
Softball 9, IO; Spring Track 11, I 2; 
Key Club 11, 12; Class Council 12. 
Renee Raye Conners 
People were meant to be loved. Things 
were meant to be used. We get into trou-
ble when we start to use people and love 
things. 
Spring Track 9; Voe. Ed. Marketing 
ll; Voe. Ed. Computer Info Pro-
cessing 12. 
Shonna Cook 
When you seek only what you can ac-
complish with no challenge, you'll never 
find more than what you already have. 
-Anonymous 
Basketball 9, 10, I I, 12; Softball 11; 
Cross Country 12; Spring Track 12; 
Amnesty International 12; Year-
book 12; Key Club I 2; Class Council 
12; S.E.E.D. 12. 
30 Reed's Auto Body Shop, Inc. 
Lisa Cook 
Three words sum up what you can count 
on in life - it goes on. 
R.O.T.C. 9, IO, I I; Spring Track 
11; S.E.E.D. l I, 12 (Co-Pres.). 
Amanda Cole Corey 
Sow a thought, and you reap an act; 
Sow an act, and you reap a habit; 
Sow a habit, and reap a character; 
Sow a character, and reap a destinY,· 
- Samuel Smiles 
Winter Track 9; Spring Track 9; 
Tennis 10; Yearbook I 0, I I; Class 
Council 12; Peer Support I 2; 
S.E.E.D.11. 
Shawn M. Cox 
Get out of here and leave me alone. Last 
words are for fools who haven't said 
enough already. 
-Karl Marx 
Swim Team 10; Class Council I2; 
Peer Support 10, II, 12; Yearbook 
I 2; OM 9; S.E.E.D. 11; Key Club 11. 
Ethan Croce 
You run and you run to catch up with 
the sun but it's sinking, and racing 
around to come up behind you again. 
Pink Floyd 
Soccer 9, 10; Varsity Tennis 9, 10, 
11, 12. 
James Curless 
Jennifer Beth Curtis 
The ideals which have lightened my way 
and time after time have given me new 
courage to face life cheerfully, have been 
kindness, 6eauty and truth. 
- Albert Einstein 
Varsity Soccer 11, 12; J.V. Basket-
ball 11; Key Club 12; Class Council 
12. 
Charlotte M. Cyr 
Some people come into our lives then 
quickly go; some stay for awhile, leave 
footprints in our hearts. - And we are 
never, ever the same. 
-S.V. 
Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Var-
sity Softball 9, 10 (P.V.C. All Star), 
11 (Capt.) (P. V.C. All Star), 12 
(Capt.); Class Council 11, 12; NHS 
IO, 11, 12 (Sec.); Cross Country 12 
(Capt.); Laun Club 11, 12; D.A.R.E. 
JI, I 2; Key Club IO; Band 9; Year-
book I I, 12. 
Jennifer Rose Cyr 
The only thing that separates ~from 
animals is our ability to accessonze . 
Ou1ser 
Chorus 9; Yearbook 12; Math Team 
12; Softball Manager I 0 . 
Kimberly L. Daigle 
As the storybook comes to a close, gone 
are the ribbons and bows, people to see 
and places to go. 
-The Eagles 
Basketball 9, 1 O; Yearbook 12; Key 
Club 12; Class Council 12. 
Marcus Davis 
Don't ever match a bull against a mas-
ter boxer. The bull is stronger but the 
matador is smarter. 
- Muhammad Ali 
Betsy C. Day 
For my purpose holds to sail beyond the 
sunset, and the baths of all the western 
stars until l die. 
-Tennyson 
Spring Track 9, I 0, 11, 12; Winter 
Track 11, 12; Swimming 10; Class 
Council IO, 12; Key Club IO; Year-
book 11, 12 (Circ. Editor); Latin 
Club 11, 12 (Officer). 
Paul DeCesere 
For the stealing of all men, and the 
death of all women, he fought to uphold 
justice, by breaking the law. 
- Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Betham 31 
Brandi]. Detour 
The fence is broken before us now and 
the road stretches far out of sight. 
Basketball Cheering 9, 10; Football 
Cheering 9, I 0, 11; Competition 
Cheering 10; Class Council 12. 
Esheen Do 
To love is to place our happiness in the 
happiness of another. 
- Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibritz 
Alicia Doyle 
Education is the key to unlock the doors 
of life. 
-A.D. 
Track 9, 11, 12; Mascot 11. 
Cristie Jean Dresser 
Only as l reach can l grow, 
Only as far as I seek can I go, 
Only as deep as l look can I see, 
Only as much as I dream can I be. 
-Karen Ravn 
Softball Manager 10; Tennis 11, 12; 
Yearbook 12. 
32 Pat and Win Stevens 
• 
Jody Dupuis 
Shannon Eberheart 
All isn't as it seems. 
Voe. Ed. Childcare I and 2 11, 12. 
Jen Eldridge 
If things are not going well with you, 
l/egin your effort at correcting the sit· 
uation by carefully examining the ser· 
vice you are rendering and especially 
the spirit in which you are rendering 
- Roger Baosrrn 
Attendance Office Asst. 11, 12 . 
Jennifer A. Emery 
But 0 among men - Where is there 
proof that a prophet can know more 
than me a man? And yet, wisdom can 
surpass wisdom in a man. But nev· 
ertheless I'll not be quick to judge before 
the proof. 
-Sophocles 
NHS 11, 12; Speech Team 11, 12; 
Band 9, 11; Orchestra 9; Chorus I I; 
All State (Band) I I; OM 10; Lit 
House I I; Science Olympiad I I, I 2; 
Drug Awareness Co-Facilitator I I, 
12; Eastern Maine Leadership Sem· 
inar 12; Class Council 12. 
Julie Carreen Emery 
"You have been my friend." Charlotte 
replied. 
"That in itself is a tremendous thing. " 
- from tfie book "Charlotte's Web" 
Softball 9; NHS I 0, 11, 12; Class 
Council I 0, 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 
12; New England Math League 10, 
11, 12; Latin Club 11, 12 (Sec.); 
Band 9; Key Club 9, I 0; Drug 
Awareness Co-Facilitator 11, 12; 
Science Olympia~ 10; Field Hockey 
9, IO, ll;Sw1mmmg9, 10. 
Nina Faulkner 
A. warm smile is the universal language 
of kindness. · 
- William A. Ward 
living is a constant process of deciding 
of what we are going to do. 
- J. Ortega 
Jonathan Bradley Fisk 
I've been in you. 
- Frank Zappa 
Chorus II, 12; Student AIDS 
Comm. 11. 
George "Joey" Flemming 
David Foley 
"If you can't run with the Big Dogs then 
stay on the porch." 
-U.S.M.C. 
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Int. Wrestling 
9, 10, 11, 12. 
Kevin Foss 
With the cost of living, and the price of 
dyin/l:, it looks like me, that this time I 
won t be buying. 
- Robbie Robertson 
Joni E. Fournier 
No Matter What. 
- Ducky and Flow 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 9, 1 O; Track 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Softball 9, I 0, 11, 12; Student Coun-
cil 9, IO; Class Council 9 (Pres.), I 0 
(Pres.), 11, 12 (Treas. and Prom 
Comm. Chairperson); Key Club 10, 
11, 12; S.E.E. D. 11 and 12 (Earth 
Day Chair); Math League 9,12; New 
England Math League 10, 11, 12; 
Science Olympiad 10, I I , I 2; Ta lent 
Show 11, 12; Math Tutor 10, 11, 12. 
Steven Francini 
Between childhood, boyhood, adoles-
cence and manhood (maturity) there 
should be sharp lines drawn with tests, 
deaths, feats, rites, stories, songs, and 
judgements. 
- Jim Morrison 
Golf9, 10, 11. 
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Liv Franson 
Through all the happiness and sorrow 
I guess I'd do it all again 
Live Jor today and not tomorrow 
It's still the road that never ends 
Ozzy Ozborne 
Cheering 9; Class Council 12. 
Deanna Lea Gagner 
My eyes grew dim, and I could no more 
gaze; 
A wave of longing through my body 
swept 
And, hungry for the old, familiar ways, 
I turned asiae and bowea my head and 
wept. 
- Claude McKay 
Yearbook 11, 12 (Co-Editor - Sen-
ior Section); Class Council 11, 12; 
Latin Club 11, 12 (Treas.); Junior 
Classical League 11, 12 (Newsletter 
Ed.); Teen-age Republicans 11 (Co-
founder), 12; New England Math 
League 11, 12; O.M. 10, 11, 12; 
Tennis 12. 
Bob Ganem II 
In my life why do I give valuable time to 
people who don't care if I live or die? 
-The Smiths 
S.E.E.D. I I, 12; Amnesty Interna-
tional IO, I I, 12; "Midsummer 
Night's Dream" 12; Swimming ~. 
10, 11; R.O.T.C. 9; Class Council 
12; Peer Support 12; Speech 12; 
Drill T earn 9. 
Amy Lynn Goddard 
Before I sink into the big long sleep; I 
want to hear the scream of the butterfly. 
- Jim Morrison 
Field Hockey I 0, I I, I 2 (Capt.); 
Winter Track 10, I I, 12; Tenms 9, 
10, II, 12; Key Club 10, 11; Latin 
Club IO, 1 I; Yearbook I I, 12; Class 
Council 12; Lit House 11; S.E.E.D. 
11; Peer Support 12 (Sec.). 
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Amanda R. Godsoe 
My spelling is Wobbly. It's good sp~lling 
but it wobbles and the letters get tn the 
wrong places. 
- Winnie-the-Pooh 
Class Council 9, I 0, 1 I (Sec.), 12 
(Sec.); Field Hockey 9, I 0, 11_. I 2; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Tenms 10, 
11, 12; Student Council IO; Key 
Club 9, IO; NHS 10, l I, 12 (V.P.); 
D.O.E. Summer Program 11; Math 
Team 9, IO, 11. 
Lorena C. Gomez 
In the darkness we are all the same. It is 
only our knowledge and wisdom that 
separate us. Don't let your eyes deceive 
you. 
L.G.L. W.K.G.J.S.-G. T.G.F.A.andF. 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 
IO; Winter Track 12; Class Council 
12. 
Tara Lee Greene 
But seek fir st his kingdom and his right-
eousness, and all these things will be 
given to you. Therefore, do not worry 
about tomorrow, for tomorrow will wor-
ry about itself. Each day has enough 
trouble of its own. 
- Matthew 6:33-34 
Debbie Hachey 
Happiness is a butterfly which when 
pursued is just beyontf your grasp ... 
but if you sit down quietly, may alight 
upon you. 
- Nathaniel Hawthorne 
Soccer 9, I 0, I I, I 2; Basketball 9, 
1 O; Winter Track 12; Class Council 
12. 
Eddie Hannan 
The thrill of victory comes when you 
believe ... not hope.' 
- Bauer Hockey 
Class Council 9, I 0, 11, 12; Student 
Council II, 12 (V.P.); Key Club 9, 
10; Hockey 9, I 0, 11, and 12 (Capt.); 
Football 11, 12; Soccer 1 O; Maine 
State Hockey Team 10, 11, 12; 
Weightlifting 9, IO, 11, 12; Floor 
Hockey 11, 12. 
Aaron Hartery 
Mama take this badge from me. I can't 
use it anymore. It's getting dark, too 
dark to see, feels like I'm knocking on 
Heaven's door. 
- Bob Dylan I Guns and Roses 
Intensity is something we all have inside, 
l cannot teach how to bring it out, that 
must be done by each separate indi-
vidual. 
R.O.T.C. 9, IO, 11, 12; R.O.T.C. 
Staff 11, 12; Raiders 9, IO, 11 (Exec. 
Officer), 12 (Commander); Honor 
Guard 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Exec. Officer); 
Drill Team 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Overseer); 
Class Council 12; Weight Lifting IO, 
11, 12; Football 11, 12; Baseball 
Mgr. 11, 12; Military Ball Commit-
tee 12; Rifle Team I 0. 
Eduardo Hashimoto 
Diving 12; AFS 12. 
David Arthur Haskell 
Ordinary people reach for nothing and 
achieve nothing - their quasitum is to 
suffer nothing - but for the greatest of 
men, driven as they are to be champions 
rather than mere victors, achievements 
are always soaked in blood. 
- Flex Magazine 
Soccer 9, 10; Swimming 9, 10; Win-
ter Track 11, 12; Spring Track 11, 
I 2; Class Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Key 
Club I 0, 11 (Class Rep.), 12 (Class 
Rep.); Boys' State 11 (Sec. of Sen-
ate); Drug Awareness Student 
Facilitator l I, 12; Chorus 9 , 11, 12; 
"Miser" 11; Yearbook 11, 12 . . 
Stephanie Hastings 
Don't walk behind me; I may not lead. 
Don't walk in front of me; I may not 
follow. just walk beside me and be my 
friend. 
Chorus9, IO, II , 12; Mascot 10. 
Nicole Atalaya Hawkes 
I think we're here to learn and evolve, 
and the pursuit of knowledge is what 
alleviates the pain of being human. 
-Sting 
W.A.N.G. 
Student Council 9, I 0, 12; Class 
Council 9 (Sec.), 10 (Sec.), 11, 12; 
Field Hockey I 0 (Capt.), 11, 12 
(Capt.); Tennis 9, IO, 11, 12; Sci-
ence Olympiad 10; Yearbook 11, 
12; Key Club 11, 12; Girls' State 11 ; 
NHS 11, 12. 
Dawn Henry 
Before you judf{e me take a look at you. 
Can't you find. something better to dor 
Point the finger slow to understand ar-
rogance and ignorance go hand in 
hand. 
-Metallica 
Spring Track 10. 
John H. Herlihy IV 
Quick to judge, quick to anger, but slow 
to understand, that ignorance and prej-
udice and fear walk nand-in-han<l. 
-Rush 
Football 9 , I 0, 11, 12; Intramural 
Basketball 9, I 0, 11, 12; Weight-
lifting 9, 10, 11 , 12; Floor Hockey 
10, 11, 12. . 
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Jerry Hewes 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Int. Football 
9, 10, 11, 12; Int. Basketball 10, 11, 
12; Int. Hockey 11, 12; AM-Flag 
Detail 12. 
Matthew Hart Higgins 
James Hill 
Rebecca Marie Hodgkins 
Time is like a handful of sand. The 
tighter you grasp it, the faster it runs 
through ;our fingers. But if you caress 
it, it wil leave in its wake, memories of 
its gentle flow; rather than the rough-
ness of its stones. 
- Micky-Ficky 
Swimming 10, 1 J, 12; Field Hockey 
11; Key Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chorus 
1 O; Latin Club 10, 11; Yearbook 11, 
12; Lit House 11; Class Council 12; 
Prom Committee (Co-Chair) 12; 
Talent Show 12. 
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Brice Hughes 
Scott Hunt 
John Hunter 
"You've discovered a lot about yourself 
this year and now you're workinl{ wit~ 
more self-confidence. Stay tuned up." 
- We all miss you ... 
R. Sands 
Soccer 9, 10, 12; Winter Track 9, 
10; Spring Track 9, JO, 11, 12 
(Capt.); Talent Show J 1, 12; Lit 
House9, 10, 11, 12. 
Amy Irish 
After awhile you learn the subtle dif-
ference between holding a hand and 
sharing a life and you learn that love 
doesn't mean possession and company 
doesn't mean securi'J. 
-C.W. 
Swimming 9; Key Club 10; Winter 
Track JO. 
Brian Isaacs 
I have to live with myself; and so I want 
to be fit for myself to know; I want to be 
able as days go by; Always to look myself 
straight in the eye. 
- Edgar A. Guest 
Be yourself or be aead! 
- Brian Bosworth 
Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Bas-
ketball 9, 11; Int. Floor Hockey 9, 
10, 11, 12; Weight Lifting 9, 10, 11, 
12. 
Justin lwaniszek 
Our memories of yesterday will last a 
lifetime. We'll take the best, forget the 
rest, and someday we'll find that these 
are the best of times. 
-Styx 
Hockey 10, 11, 12; Chess Team 9, 
10. 
Ryan Jacques 
John Jewell 
----·-
Eric Joeckel 
I couldn't wait for success so I went 
ahead without it. 
-Unknown 
Jon Jolin 
Feel as though nobody cares if I live or 
die so I miglit as well begin to put some 
action in my life breaking the law. 
- Judas Priest 
Robin Jordan 
People are always ~oing to try 'n tell ya 
how to run your life, but ... what you 
have to do is . . . make up your own 
mind. Who do you live for? Do you live 
for yourself. or do live for what other 
people are trying to make you out to be? 
Great!!! So listen to what they say, that's 
okay! just learn from it. But do it your 
own way. Follow your heart and you will 
last forever. 
-Lita Ford 
Hermon H.S.: Cheering 9, 10; Span-
ish Club 10; Key Club IO; Yearbook 
9. 
Sarah Jordan 
In the desert there is no sign that says, 
"Thou shall not eat stones." 
- Sufi Proverb 
Soccer 9; Field Hockey I 0, 11, 12; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring 
Track 9; Student Council 9, 10; 
Class Council 9, I 0, 11, 12; Key 
Club 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 10, 11, 12; 
Yearbook 11, 12; Girls' State 11; 
Talent Show 12; Leadership Con-
ference 12; Bates Senate in Action 
Program 12; U.S. Presidential Class-
room 12. 
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Tricia A. Jordan 
Change 
Now it is time for change 
Nothing stays the same 
-M.C. 
Cheering 9; Class Council 12. 
Tina Keeling 
"If you're smart, you work hard and 
concentrate. Success will be yours." 
- Coach Rudy Keeling 
"If you have no confidence in self, you 
are twice defeated in the race of life. 
With confidence, you have won even be-
fore you "have started." 
Marcus Cravey 
J.V. Softball 9, IO; Varsity Softball 
11, 12; Varsity Basketball Cheering 
10, 11; Varsity Football Cheering 
l l, 12 (Capt.); Varsity Cheering 
Competition 11, 12; Class Council 
12. 
Sean Kelly 
"We judge ourselves by what we feel 
capable of doing, while others judge us 
by having what we have already done. " 
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
Jodi Kennedy 
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Lynette Kennedy 
"A friend is someone who understands 
your past, believes in your future, and 
accepts you today just the way you are." 
Bangor Regional Program Student 
9, 10, 11, 12. 
Arny Kessler 
"The true sadness of the human race is 
that we abhor that which we don't un-
derstand." 
Drill Team 9; A.F.S. 9; ROTC Staff 
IO, 12; ROTC Fund Council 12; 
Military Ball Committee 12. 
Irina Klytchnikora 
"It is b) believing in roses that one 
brings them to bloom. " 
Cross Country 12; Swimming 12; 
AFS 12. 
Eric Knuble 
Let Hercules himself do as he may the 
cat will mew and the dog shall have his 
day 
-Will 
It's the time to be an android, Not a 
man. 
- Glenn 
Football 9; Floor Hockey 11; News-
paper I 0, 11, 12; Oracle 12; Lit 
House 12; "The Miser" 11; "A Mid 
Summer's Night Dream" 12. 
Molly Rebecca Kornfield 
"Dear as remembered kisses after 
death, 
.And sweet as those by hopeless fan-
cy feigned 
On lips that are for others; deep as 
love, 
Deep as first love, and wild with all 
regret; 
0 Death in Life, the days that are 
no more." 
- Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
Fie.Id Hockey 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Capt.): 
Swim Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 
IO; Oracle 10, 11, 12 (Photography 
Editor); Class Council 11, 1 ~; Key 
Club I 0, 11; Senior Prom Commit-
tee Chairperson 12. 
Jason LaGrange 
There are two paths you can go by, but 
in the long run there is still time to 
change the road you're on. 
- Led Zeppelin 
Nichole Langley 
Give to the world the best you have and 
the best will come back to you 
Friends are worth so much, so much 
more than gold; though we're always 
making new, never trade them for the 
old. 
Susan Mary Lapreziosa 
J am only one; but still I am one. I 
cannot do every_thing but still I can do 
something; I will not refuse to do some-
thing I can do. 
- Helen Keller 
Spring Track 9, l 0, 11, 12; Field 
)-locke)' 11; Class Council 12; Year-
book 12. 
Amanda Lawless 
John Bapst H.S.: Football Cheering 
9, 10. 
James Lay 
Tom Leclair 
Talent is developed in retirement; char-
acter is formed in the rush of the world. 
- Goethe, Tasso, I, 2 
Football 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Soccer 9. 
Ben Leigh 
Prepare, my friends, as you pass by. 
As you are now, so once was I . 
As I am now, so you will be. 
Prepare, my friends, to follow me. 
- D. Mustaine 
Football 9; Baseball 9, 10. 
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William T. LeMay 
Isn't it a kick. 
Craig LePage 
Jason Levesque 
Derek A. Lewis 
-J.S. 
Men are born with two eyes, but with one 
tongue, in order that they should see 
twice as much as they say. 
- Colton 
Band 9, l 0, 11, 12; Stage Band 9, 
10; Band Board 9, 10, 11 and 12 
(Pres.); Basketball 9; District V Hon-
ors Band 12. 
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Michael Lewis 
There's a good time coming, boys! A good 
time coming. 
- Charles Mackay 
Dawn Marie Libby 
Life shrinks or expands in proportion to 
one's courage. 
- Anais Nin 
Soccer 9, l 0, 11; Basketball 9; Soft-
ball 9, l 0, 11, 12; Class Council 12. 
Thomas Lingley 
just a pawn in their game. 
-Bob Dylan 
Timothy Linscott 
Be where you're supposed to be 
Do what you're supposed to do. 
-Mark Twain 
Basketball 9; Soccer 9; Chorus 9; 
Voe. Ed. II, 12. 
Tony Lister 
There's room at the top for these with the 
will. 
- Arnold Schwarzenegger 
George Little 
What you strive after is what you will 
reach. 
Jody Littlefield 
Do not go gentle into that good ni~ht 
Rage, Rage against the dying of the 
light. 
Dylan Thomas 
Soccer 9, IO; Diving I l, I 2; Spring 
Track 9, I 0, I I, 12; Class Council 
12; Yearbook 12. 
Joseph Louis Locke 
If you're not afraid to go out and com-
pete, then you will run your best race. 
But, if you go o!'t with a fear of so~e­
thing, even against yourself or against 
the clock, then you have lost the race 
before you start. 
-Jim Ryun 
Cross Country 10, l I, I 2 (Capt.); 
Winter Track 9, l 0, I l (Capt.), I 2; 
Spring Track 9, 10, I I, I 2. 
Matthew Lodgek 
It was the best of times, it was the worst 
of times. Actually, everything totally 
stunk. If it wasn't for the two feet of 
powder and no lift lines I would've quit 
early. 
-Anonymous 
Tennis 9, 11, 12; Baseball 10; Win-
ter Ti:ack l I; Key Club I 2; Class 
Council I2; S.B.F.C. II, 12. 
Kristy Lynn Look 
"Anybody's Dream can fall apart. Any-
body's mask can break." 
-A. Cooper 
S.A.D.D. 9, IO, I l; Drama 9, IO, I I; 
Biology Club 9, 10, l I; Office Girl 
9, 10; O.G.C. I l. 
Melissa Annette Loring 
Something I learned in hif(h school, it 
takes cowardice to say, "1 can't." It 
takes courage to say, "I'll try." 
-M.L. 
That's all, folks. 
-Porky Pig 
Chorus 9, 10; Band 9; Musical 9; 
Wrestling Mgr. 9; Singers 9, I 0. 
Denise Lise Madore 
"We saw shadows of the mornin¥, light, 
shadows of the evening sun, iil the 
shadows and the lights were one." 
Perry Farell 
Var_sity Diving Team 10, 11, 12; 
Sprmg Track 9; J.V. Tennis IO· 
Class Council 11, 12; Key Club 10: 
l I, 12; ~racle (photography) 12; Lit 
House (1llustrauon) I I. 
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Jessica Anne Madore 
"There is more than one answer to these 
questions pointing me in a crooked 
line." 
Indigo Girls 
Basketball 9; Spring Track 9, IO, I I, 
I2; Diving Team IO, I I, I2; Key 
Club I 0, I 2; Peer Support IO; U.S. 
Senate In Action I I; Class Council 
I 2; Girls' State I I (Spkr. of Hse. of 
Rep.); Oracle (Business Staff) I2. 
Raven Manocchio 
"Everybody's dancing in a ring around 
the sun. 
Nobody's finished, we ain't even begun. 
So take off your shoes, child, take off 
your hat, 
try on your wings and find out where it's 
at.'' 
Grateful Dead 
Basketball 9, I 0, I I; Latin Club I 0, 
I I, I 2 (Parliamentarian); Key Club 
I I; SEED I I, I 2; "Mid Summer 
Night's Dream" 12 (Crew); Journal-
ism Club I 2 (Pres.); Ram-f>age I 2 
(Editor); Bates Summer Sdiolars 
Program I I; Amnesty International 
I I, I 2. 
Jeremy Marshman 
Gary Martin 
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Jennifer Martini 
"When we remember we are all mad. 
The mysteries disappear and life stands 
explained." 
Mark Twain 
Basketball Cheering 9; Football 
Cheering 9; JCL IO; Math Team I 2. 
George Masnyk 
Craig Scott Matthews 
"Progress has never been a bargain. 
You've got to pay for it." 
"Inherit the Wind" 
Ice Hockey IO, I I, I2; Floor Hock-
ey JO, II, I2. 
Lindley A. McCarthy 
"I've seen the future ... and it works." 
Unknown 
W.A.N.G. 
Student Council 9, I 0, I I, 12; Class 
Council 9, I I, I2; J.V. Soccer 9; 
Varsity Soccer JO, l I, 12 (Capt.); 
Indoor Track 9, IO, I I (Capt.), I2 
(Capt.); Spring Track 9, IO; Key 
Cluo IO, I I, 12; Yearbook I I, 12; 
NHS I I, 12; Co-Facilitator, Soph-
omore Drug Awareness II, 12. 
Chris McGrath 
"If what you did yesterday still looks big 
to you today, then you haven't done 
much today." 
UNKNOWN 
Swimming 9, I 0, 11, 12; Newspaper 
11, 12. 
Elizabeth McKenney 
"Sometimes people don't realize how im-
portant something is to them until it is 
too late." 
Elizabeth McKenney 
Softball I I, 12; Basketball 12. 
John D. McLean 
Spring Track I I, I 2; Indoor Track 
I 0, 11, 12; Rifle Team 9, I 0, 11 
(Capt.), I 2 (Capt.); Key Club I 0, I I, 
12; Intramural Football 9, I 0; In-
tramural Basketball 9, 10; Intramu-
ral Floor Hockey 9, 10; ROTC 9, 
10, 11, 12; Honor Guard 9, 10, 11 
(Cmdr.), 12 (Cmdr.); Drill Team 9, 
10, 11, 12; Rangers 9, 10, 11, 12. 
Joshua Daniel McNeilly 
"Stop It" 
Mr. Smith 
"I am troubled immeasureably by your 
eyes - I am struck by the feather of your 
soft reply the sound of glass speaks quick 
disdain and conceals what your eyes 
fight to explain. " 
Jim Morrison 
ROCKLAND H.S. - Football 9, 
I 0, 11; Basketball 9, I 0, l I; Track 
9, I 0, 11 (Capt); Boys' State 11; 
BANGOR H.S. - Football 12. 
Brian Meager 
Freshman Basketball 9; /· V. Basket-
ball 10, l I; J.V. Basebal 9, 10; Var-
sity Baseball I I, 12; Cross Country 
12. 
Kristi Anne Merrithew 
"Our greatest glory consists, not in nev-
er falling, but in rising every time we 
fafl." 
- Oliver Goldsmith 
Cross Country 11, 12 (Capt.); Spring 
Track 9, 10, 11 (Capt.), 12; Indoor 
Track 9, 10, 11 (Capt.) 12 (Capt.); 
Key Club 9, 10; Class Council 10; Lit 
House 12. 
Larry Merry 
'.'Re~li"l, is for those who lack imag-
ination' 
Unknown 
ROTC 9, 10, 11 , 12; Honor Guard 
9, 10, ll, 12;Rangers9, 10, 11, 12; 
Drill Team 11, 12; ROTC Staff 12. 
Stephanie Hope Miller 
"We are sharing nature's burden, 
We are young despite the years, 
We ~re concerned, We are hope despite 
the times ... Oh, these days!" 
Michael Stipe 
Key Club 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 
10, II; Softball 9, 10, 11 (Var.); 
Cross Country I 2; Winter Track 12· 
Spr!ng Track 12; Newspaper 10: 
Latin Club 11; Spanish Club 10; 
Amnesty International 11 12 
(V.P.); Class Council 11, 12· Stu'dent 
Council 12; S.E.E.D. 12. ' 
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A wesus Mitchell 
"If you can't run with the big dogs than 
stay on the porch." 
U.S. MARINE CORPS 
"Either, Marine or Navy S.E.A.L., I'll 
be there." 
A.M. 
Baseball 9; Tennis 12; ORACLE 10 
(Circ.), 11 (Circ.), 12 (Copy Editor); 
Football 9, 10; Winter Track 12· 
Science Olympiad 12; Intramurai 
Floor Hockey 9, 10, 11 (Capt.), I2 
(Capt.); Class Council 12; Intramu-
ral Weightlifting 9, 10, I I, 12; New 
England Math League I I, 12. 
Amber Leigh Moody 
"A heart is not judged by how much you 
love, but how much you are loved by 
others." 
The Wizard 
Chris Moody 
"This is a faithful sayinsr, and worthy of 
all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came 
into the world to save sinners, of whom I 
am Chief" 
I Timothy 1:15 
Indoor Track 9, 10. 
Sharmaine Marie Moore 
"When the legends die the dreams end. 
When the dreams end There is no more 
greatness. " 
Unlcnown 
Spring Track 9, 12; Freshman Bas-
ketball 9; Basketball Cheering I 0, 
11; Football Cheering 12; Compe-
tition Cheering Squad 11. 
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Casey Moore 
"Hea~t ll of Hell indifferent and cold 
heart ull of misery's seed you should 
have earned hate is your mirror lilce it 
or don't Angel of Suffering smiles com-
ing down from above." 
- Glenn Danzig 
Football 9; Basketball Cheering IO; 
Spring Track IO; Competition 
Cneenng 10. 
Matt Morin 
"Each bad moment malces a good mo-
ment better. " 
B. MacDonald 
Weight Lifting 9, I 0, 11, 12; Floor 
Hockey 11, I 2; Wrestling 11; Foot-
ball 9. 
Chris Murphy 
Varsity Tennis 9, 10, I I, 12; Swim-
ming 10; Cross Country I I; Indoor 
Track 11, 12; Basketball 9; Co-
Facilitator Drug Awareness I I, 12; 
D.A.R.E. Program 10; Class Council 
9, 12. 
Melodi Nason 
"Always hold on to your dreams, for if 
dreams die, life is a brolcen-winged bird 
that cannot fly." 
Unknown 
William G. Newman 
"The prolfram for this evening is not 
new. You ve seen this entertainment 
through and through. You've seen your 
birth, your life, and death, you might 
recall all of the rest. Did you have a 
good world when you died, enough to 
base a movie on?" 
Jim Morrison 
Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Soc-
cer 11 ! 12 (Capt.); Baseball 9; Class 
Council 12; S.~.F.C. 9, 10, 11, 12 
(Pres.). 
Kelly Anne Nickerson 
"With regard to excellence, it is not 
enough to know, but we must try to have 
it, and use it. " 
Aristotle Metaphysics 
Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; ROTC 9, 10, 
11; Band 1 O; Chorus 9. 
Stacy Nodine 
PRESQUE ISLE HS - Drama 9; 
Art 10, 11; BANGOR HS - Art 
12. 
Scott Nutter 
"Do it right or don't do it at all!" 
S.N. 
Katrina E. O'Donnell 
"Speak in French when you can't think 
of the English for a thin!{, turn out your 
toes when you walk, and remember who 
you are." 
Lewis Carroll, 
Through the Looking Glass 
W.A.N.G. 
Class Council 10, 11. 12; Orchestra 
9, I 0, 11; Student Council 1 O; Key 
Club 9, l 0, 11, 12; Class Director 
lO;JV. Soccer 9, 10; Field Hockey 
11; Oracle 11, 12. 
Jennifer Ogilvie 
"When the plans you make fall through 
and take you for a loop or some bird has 
flown the coop and left you stranded 
just lean on me and together you see 
we'll carry the load." 
-M.W.S. 
Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Band Board 10, 
11 (Treas.), 12; Chorus 12; Oracle 
12 (Copy Sta fl); Stage Band I 0, 11, 
12; TAR 11 (Treas.); Key Club 10, 
11; "A MidSummer Night's Dream" 
12 (Music Ensemble); Swim Team 
12; Class Council 12. 
F. Parke Oldenburg 
"Limits exist only in your mind" 
Unknown 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Swim-
ming 9, 10, 11, 12(Capt.);Tennis9, 
10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 
11, 12 (Pres.); Class Council 10, 11, 
12; NHS 10, 11, 12; DAR Good 
Citizen Award. 
Stephen Openshaw 
"Ask not what your country can do for 
you, ask what you can do for your coun-
try ... 
-j.F.K. 
ROTC 9, 10, 12; Drill Team 9, 10 
12; Rangers 9, 1 O; Rifle Team 1 O~ 
J.V. Football 10; Honor Guard 10· 
U.S. Army Reserve Basic Training 
11. 
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Michelle R. Ouellette 
"Sometimes I lie in bed at night, and I 
ask myself, Why? Then a voice comes to 
me that says, Why, What? 
C. Brown 
Chorus 10, 12; Spring Track 10; 
Math Team 10, 11, 12; Key Club 11, 
12; TARS 11; NHS 11, 12; Class 
Council 12. 
Cassidy Pappas 
"The dupe of friendship, and the fool of 
love; have I not reason to hate and 
despise myselfl Indeed I do; and chiefly 
for not having hated and despised the 
world enough." 
- Hazlitt 
Tonya Parks 
Jennifer L. Patry 
"Once you get people laughing, they're 
listening and you can tell them most 
anything." 
- Herb Gardner 
"Only people you care about have opin-
ions you care about." 
- Brian Bosworth 
Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 9, 
11, 12; Softball 9, 10, II, 12; Class 
Council 9, 10, 11, 12. 
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Jennifer Peithman 
"In your book, some destiny turns every 
page. But /' ll slam the door on the cold 
hand of fate. 'Cause I know why a bird 
went in search of a cage, and the flip 
side of love is indifference, not hate." 
-The Fields 
Angelina Peterson 
Marie Pinto 
"Now is the time to go on, but that 
doesn't mean the memories are gone!" 
Basketball 9, IO, 11; Softball 9, 10; 
Field Hockey IO; Oracle 9, I 0, 11; 
Newspaper 9, 10, 11; Volleyball 9, 
11; S.A. D.D. 9, I 0, 11; Spring 
Track 11 . 
Tommy Porrier 
Weightlifting 9, 10, 11, 12. 
Jennifer Powers 
"All things were made by him; and with-
out him nothing was made that was 
made. In him was life, and the life was 
the light of men. And the light shined in 
the darkness, And the darkness did not 
understand it. " 
John 1:3-5 
Jennifer A. Pusey 
"Happiness involves self-respect and 
having some feeling of value. It also 
means being with people you feel close to. 
And it means having an impact on the 
world." 
- Gloria Steinem 
W.A.N.G. 
Soccer 9; Field Hockey IO, 11; Ten-
nis 10, 11, 12; Key Club 9, 10, 12; 
Bread loaf 11; Oracle 11, 12; Class 
Council 12; Science Olympiad 1 O; 
Voice of Democracy Speech Contest 
11, 12. 
Timothy Brian Quinn 
Football 9, 10, 11; Basketball 9, 11, 
12; Intramural Basketball 1 O; Intra-
mural Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; In-
tramural Floor Hockey 9, 10, 11, 
12. 
Kyle Rand 
"Life is a long road and I've just start-
ed walking. " 
Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; ~as­
ketball 9, I 0; Baseball 9, 12; Swim-
ming 12; Homecoming Committee 
12; Class Council 12. 
Patrick D. Reed 
"Live life, Don't let life live you." 
Band 9, 10; Golf9, 10, 11, 12. 
Tony Rice 
"Girls, Dirtbikes and Pizza." 
- Hi-Point Racing 
Vocational School 11, 12. 
Andrew Richards 
"Simple it's not, I'm afraid you will 
find, for a mind-maker-upper to make 
up his mind." 
- Dr. Seuss 
Soccer 9, 11, 12 (Captain); "Bye, 
Bye Birdie" 9; "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum" 10; "The Miser" 11; "A Mid-
summer Night's Dream" 12; "Tom 
Jones" 10; Student Council 9, 10, 
11, 12 (Sec.); Class Council 9 
(Treas.), 10 (Treas.), 11 (Treas.), 12; 
Yearbook Business Staff 10, 11 
(Asst. Editor), 12 (Editor); Spring 
Track 9. 
Robert Richmond 
"You walk into the room, with a pencil 
in your hand, you see somebody naked, 
you say "Who is that man?'', you try so 
hard, but you don't understand, what 
you're gonna say when you get home." 
- "Ballad of a Thin Man" 
- Ethan Croce 
"Now that's good Monkey" 
- John Robertson 
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Micah Robbins 
"Trumpets and violins I can hear in the 
distance 
I think they're calling our names 
Maybe now you can't hear them 
But you will if you just take hold of my 
hand" 
- Jimi Hendrix 
Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Class Council 9, I 0, I I, I 2 (Pres.); 
Student Council I 2; Key Club 11, 
12; Science Olympiad 11, 12; En-
virothon 11, 12; Talent Show 12; 
Banquet I2; Prom I2; S.B.F.C. I2 
(Par I.) 
John Robertson 
"True hunting is over. No herds to fol-
low 
Without game, men prey on each other 
The family weakens by the bite we swal-
low. 
True Leaders gone. Of land and people 
We choose no kin but adopted strang-
ers." 
-P.F. 
Wendy Rodman 
"It doesn't matter who has gone before, 
or who will be there after, it is knowing 
you have been there, and that is worth-
while!" 
Scott Rose 
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Laurie Rosenthal 
"Those that dream by night ... wake in 
the day to find that it was vanity; but the 
dreamers of the day are dangerous men, 
for they may act their dreams with open 
eyes, to make it possible. " 
- T. E. Lawrence 
Latin Club IO (Treas.), I I (Treas.), 
12 (Pres.); Math Team 9, IO, 11, 12; 
Key Club 9, I 0, I I; Odyssey of the 
Mind IO; DOE Honors Research 
Program I I; Yearbook 11, 12 (Co-
Editor - Senior Section); M JCL I 0, 
11, 12; National Honor Society I 0, 
11, 12; Lit House 12; Science Olym-
piad 12. 
Amanda Rachel Roth 
"Do I dare 
Disturb the universe? 
In a minute there is time 
For decisions and revision 
Which a minute will reverse" 
- T. S. Elliot 
Peer Support 9, I 0, I I; Key Club 9 
(Director); "Bye, Bye Birdie" 9; 
Spanish Club IO; Lit House 9, I 0, 
11; Newspaper I 0; All State Chorus 
10, 11; Chorus 9, IO, I I, 12; Peer 
Tutoring 10, 11; Breadloaf I 0 
(Alternate), 11; Student AIDS Com-
mittee 10, 11, 12; National Honor 
Society I 0, I I, 12; Sophomore 
Awareness 11, 12. 
Emilie Roy 
"Put off till tomorrow what you don't 
feel like doing today!" 
- TaTa for Now - Tigger 
Swim Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Key Club 
10, 11, 12; Cross Country 9, 10; 
Spring Track 9; Talent Show 11; 
J.V. Tennis 10; Oracle Business 
Staff 12; Class Council 11, 12; Stu-
dent Council 12. 
Tina Rush 
"Life's battles don't always go to the 
stronger or faster person, but in the end 
the one who wins is the person who 
thinks they can." 
-Anonymous 
Football Cheering 9; Basketball 
Cheering 9; Yearbook Committee 
12; Class Council 12. 
Emily C. Russell 
"I do not, for the moment at least, ask 
you to understand me. That will come 
only you are willing to give up changing 
me into a copy of you. " 
- David Keirsey 
Basketball 9, 10, 11; Soccer 9, 10, 
11, 12; Class Council 9 (VP), 10 
(VP), 11, 12; National Honor So-
ciety 10, 11, 12; Science Olympiad 
11, 12; Lit House 11, 12; Spring 
Track 9; Key Club 10; Amnesty In-
ternational IO; Oracle 12. 
Lenny Ryan 
"Why is a rock, Because life is a stone." 
-LR and TM 
Golf9, 10, 11, 12. 
Patricia W. Sawyer 
"The best things are not in stone, and 
the most eternal things a re not mate-
rial." 
- Russel H. Conwell 
"Wisemen change their minds, fools 
never do." 
- Russel H. Cromwell 
Swimming 9, IO, I l, 12 (Capt.); 
Class Council JO, II, 12(V.P.);Soc-
cer 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Softball 9, 10, 
I I, 12; National Honor Society I I, 
12; SFU Soccer in Australia 11. 
Amy Seger 
Roger "Buddy" Severance 
Rebecca "Becki" Sewall 
"The wrong way to build yourself 
up is by tearing others down." 
Spring Track 11, 12; Winter Track 
I2; Oracle 12. 
Jessica Ann Sexton 
". . . It's been almost inexpressibly de-
licious conversing with you, but I have to 
go." 
- Douglas Adam 
Diving 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); Student 
Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 10, 11, 
12; Class Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Na-
tional Honor Society 10, 11, 12; 
Spring Track 9, 10; Talent Show I I; 
Key Club I I. 
Wendy Allison Shaw 
''Whenever you find yourself on the side 
of the majority it is time to pause and 
reflect.'' 
-Mark Twain 
Band 10, 11, 12; Orchestra 9 1 O 
I l, 12; Cho~us 12; Debate 12;' Ke; 
Club 11; N at1onal Honor Society 11, 
12; Bangor Symphony Youth Or-
chestra 9, 10, I l, 12; District V Mu-
sic Festival 10, 11 ; All State Band I l · 
Band Board (Treas.) 12; Stage Bancl 
10, 11, 12; Latin Club 11; Math 
Team 12; "A Midsummers Night's 
Dream" I2; Talent Show IO, 12. 
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Kevin Sherrard 
"Life is lived only once . .. Live it well." 
Indoor Track 9, 10; Baseball 1 O; 
Class Council 12. 
Sarah Shubert 
"Sometimes I've believed as many as six 
impossible things before breakfast." 
- Lewis Carroll 
Swimming 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Field Hockey 9, 10, 11 o.v. Capt.); 
Cross Country 12; NHS 10, II, 12 
(Parliamentarian); Class Council 9, 
10, 11(V.P.),12; Student Council 9, 
10, 11, 12; Math Team 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Lit House 12 (Co-Editor); BON 
School News 11, 12; Key Club 9, 10; 
Tennis 9, IO; Girls' State 11; Exeter 
Summer Program 10; Yale Summer 
Program 11; West Point IAW 11; 
Presidential Classroom I 1. 
Tammy Sibley 
"Before you judge me take a look at you 
can't find anything better to do point the 
finger, slow to understand arrogance 
and ignorance go hand in hand." 
- Metallica 
Hermon - Soccer 9; Voe. Ed. 10, 
11, 12;V.I.C.A.10, ll, 12(Treas.). 
Claudia Sides 
"Let me be my lover's tears 
Born in his eyes 
Live on his cheeks 
And die on his lips." 
50 Rich Mitchell 
Erin Small 
"Those who makl! peaceful revolution 
impossible will makl! violent revolution 
inevitable. " 
- john F. Kennedy 
Oracle 9, I 0, 11, 12 (Photo Co-
Editor); Key Club 9, I 0; Amnesty 
International 1 O; "A Midsummer 
Night's Dream" 12. 
William Smith 
Catina Spaulding 
Nate Spearing 
"lf I'm gonna cry, will you wipe away my 
tears1 
lf I'm gonna die, Lord please takl! away 
my fears. 
Before I drown in sorrow, I just wanna 
say, 
How will ! laugh tomorrow ... 
When I can't even smile today. " 
- Suicidal Tendencies 
Football 9; Cheering (ROTC) I 0; 
ROTC II. 
Carrie Smith 
"My drawing was not a picture of a hat. 
It was a picture of a boa constrictor 
digesting an elephant. But since the 
grown-ups were not able to understand 
it, I made another drawing ... " 
- Antoine de Saint Eicupery 
Connecticut - Soccer 9, 10, 11; 
Student Council 9, I 0, 11; S.A.D.D. 
1 I; Ecology Club 11; Artworks '91. 
Lisa E. Smith 
"Will the wind ever remember the names 
it has blown in the past, with its crutch, 
its old age and its wisdom1 It whispers 
no, this will be the last." 
- Jimi Hendriic 
Field Hockey I I, I 2; Spring Track 
9, 10; Indoor Track 9, 10, II, 12; 
Key Club I 0, I I; Spanish Club 11; 
Class Council I 2; Oracle 12. 
Travis M. Smith 
"The only way to find the limitations of 
what is possible is to go beyond the pos-
sible and into the impossible. And the 
only limitations in life are the ones we 
create." 
- George Foreman 
Basketball 9, I I, I 2; Spring Track 
12; Key Club 12; Class Council 12. 
Allyson Sprague 
"Although the distance may be far, 
I'm just one dream away, 
And the tears will say, 
That there's no turning back ... " 
-Lynch Mob 
Swimming 9; Class Council 12. 
Joel A. St. Pierre 
"Most people think great god will come 
down from the sky 
Take away everything and make every-
body feel high 
But if you know what life is worth you 
will look for yours on earth 
And now you see the light 
You stand up for your rights." 
- Robert Nesta Marley and Peter Tosh 
Basketball 9 (Capt.), IO; Baseball 9, 
10, 11, 12; Key Club 11; Class Coun-
cil 11 (Pres.), 12; Student Council 
11, 12. 
Misty Marie Stacey 
"In the wheels of NO return 
And dreams that fade along the way 
Never to grow old, and change 
Shades of long memories." 
-Lynch Mob 
J.V. Soccer 9, 10; Soccer 11; Fresh-
man Basketball Cheering 9; Varsity 
Basketball Cheering IO; Varsity 
Football Cheering I 2; Class Council 
12. 
Don Stanley 
"Time Flies when you're asleep. Dry 
those eyes no time to weep. I'll trade my 
pain for a better day. Walk with me on 
this road. Together we'll find the way." 
Freshman Basketball 9; Intramural 
Weightlifting 10, I I, I 2; Oracle 11; 
Ram Page 11 . 
Sara Rose Stevens 
"If we mean to have heroes, statesmen 
and philosophers, we should have 
learned women . .. " 
- Abigail Adams, Letter to John Ad-
ams (1776) 
J.V. So.cc~r .~; Orchestra 9, 10; "Bye 
Bye B1rd1e 9; " A Funny Thing 
Happened On The Way To The 
Forum" IO; "The Wild Flowering 
of Chastity or Chaste Across the 
Stage" I I; Key Club 9, IO; Class 
Council 12; " A Midsummer Night's 
Dream" 12; Speech Team 9. 
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Bran Stimpson 
"As long as one innocent being is threat-
ened, none are truly free." 
Chorus 9; JROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Color Guard 11. 
Mandy Stolkner 
"It's hard to be brave," said Piglet, 
sniffing slightly, "when you' re only a 
very small animal. " 
- Winnie-The-Pooh 
Class Council 12. 
Steven Subjoc 
"For my part, I travel not to go any-
where, but to go. I travel for travel's 
sake. The great affair is to move." 
- Robert Louis Stevenson 
Football 9, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 
12; Baseball 9, 11, 12. 
Kevin E. Surowiec 
"Don't walk in front of me; I may not 
follow. Don't walk behind me; I may not 
lead. just walk beside me and be my 
friend." 
Bangor Regional Program 9, 10, 11, 
12. 
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Jennifer Anne Talbot 
"i believe in so many things i know that 
none of them are true and my feet firm 
upon a pathway i am far too blind to see 
leading me." 
- Toad the Wet Sprocket 
Indoor Track 9; Speech 11, 12; 
SEED 11, 12; Amnesty Internation-
al 11, 12; "The Miser" 11; "The 
Wild Flowering of Chastity" Light-
ing Director 11; "Midsummer 
Night's Dream" Stage Manager 12; 
One Acts Stage Manager 12; Peer 
Support 12; Class Council 12; Latin 
Club 11, 12; Lit House 11, 12. 
Dan T. Thai 
"Excellence is not an act. It's a habit." 
- Aristotle 
JV Soccer 9, I 0; Varsity Soccer 11, 
12 (Capt.); Winter Track 10, 12; 
Spring Track JO; National Honor 
Society 11, 12; Intramural Field 
Hockey 11, 12. 
Chris Theriault 
"Be not deceived, God is not mocked.for 
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he 
also reap." 
- Galatians 6:7 
Band 9, 10, 11, 12. 
Gina E Thompson 
"The Lunatic, the Lover and the Poet are 
of imagination all compact. " 
- William Shakespeare 
"The extreme always makes an impres-
swn. 
- Jason Dean 
Chorus 9, 10, 11 , 12; Key Club 9, 10, 
11 , 12; Class Council I 0, 11 , 12; All 
State Music Festival 10, 11, 12; District 
V Music Festival I 0, 11, 12; "Tom 
Jones" IO; " Bye Bye Birdie" 9; "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to 
the Forum" 10; "The Miser" 11 ; "A 
Midsummer Night's Dream" 12; 
Dirigo Girls' State (Senator) 11; Talent 
Show I I, 12; Oracle Business Staff 12; 
Show Choir 12; Senior Salute 11; 
Speech Team 12; Student AIDS Com-
mittee 12. 
Holly Ellen Tilton 
"A true friend is someone who is there 
for you when he'd rather be anywhere 
else." 
-Len Wein 
Basketbal1Cheering9, II, 12;Foot-
ball Cheering 9, 10, 11, 12 (Capt.); 
Competition Cheering 11, 12; Class 
Council 12. 
Jason Townsend 
Kevin Tracy 
"If you can imagine it, You can obtain 
it, If you can dream it, you can become 
it.'' 
Golf 9; Intramural Hockey 11, 12. 
Michelle D. Violette 
"I can't believe that we can not live 
better than in seeking to become still 
better than we are." 
- Socrates 
Bangor - Cheering 9; Diving 12; 
john Baptist - Varsity Softball IO; 
Varsity Soccer 11 ; J. V. Softball 11; 
Band I I. 
Amanda Renee Walker 
A great teacher never strives to explain 
his vision - he simply invites you to 
stand beside him and see it for yourself 
- The Rev. R. Inman 
Key Club 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 9, 
I 0, 11, 12; Softball 9, IO, 12; Class 
Council 12; Diving 12; Peer Support 
12; Amnesty International 12; 
S.E.E.D. 12; Newspaper 12. 
Paul Walker 
Baseball 9, IO; Int. Volleyball 11; 
Band 9, IO; Stage Band 9, IO; Dis-
trict V 9, 1 O; UMO Lab Band IO; 
Band Board 10; "Forum" IO; 
R.O.T.C. 11, 12; Honor Guard 11, 
12; Rangers 11, 12; Drill Team 11; 
Key Club 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; 
Latin Club I 0. 
Chris Walsh 
Hangin' loose is what I do best. 
-C.W. 
R.O.T.C. 9, 10, 11, 12; Weightlift-
ing 9, 10, ll, 12. 
Pat Wardwell 
A silent uproar 
Has unleashed the Dogs of War 
Y?u can't stop what has begun 
Signed, sealed, They deliver oblivion 
We all have a dark side to say the least 
And dealing in death is the nature of the 
beast. 
The Dogs of War don't negotiate. 
The Dogs of War won't capitulate. 
They w11l take and you will give. 
And you must die so that they may live 
You can knock at any door. 
But wherever you go, You know they've 
been there before. 
Well winners can lose and things can 
get strained. 
But whatever you change, 
You know the Dogs remain. 
-Pink Floyd 
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Dirk Adam Warren 
The Road goes ever on and on 
Down from the door where it began. 
Now far ahead the Road had gone, 
And I must follow, if I can, 
Pursuing it with eager feet, 
Until it joins some larger way 
Where many paths and errands meet. 
And whither then? I cannot say. 
- ].R.R. Tolkien 
Soccer 9, I 0, I I; Cross Country I 2; 
Swimming 9, IO, I I, I 2; Spring 
Track 9, IO,I2; Key Club IO; Class 
Council IO, I I, I2; Student Council 
Il, I2; R.O.T.C. 9, IO, 11, I2 
(Battalion Commander). 
Amy Jean Waterman 
Obstacles are those frightful things you 
see when you take your eyes off your 
goals. 
Softball 9; Soccer 9, I 0, I I, I 2; Bas-
ketball 9, I 0, I I. I 2 (Co-Capt.); Key 
Club l O; Class Council l 0, 11, 12; 
Student Council I 2; NHS I I, I 2. 
Kaili Autumn Welch 
All the animals, excepting man, know 
that the principle business of life is to 
enjoy it. 
- Samuel Butler 
Football Cheering 9; Basketball 
Cheering 9; Class Council 12. 
Jayne Elizabeth Wellman 
I have conquered my past 
The future is here at last 
I stand at the entrance 
To a new world I can see. 
U2 
Yearbook II, 12 (Co-Editor); Latin Club 
I 0 (Program Chair), 11 (Pres.), 12; JCL 
10, II, 12 (V.P.); Debate Team JO, II; 
K.ey Club 9; 0.M. 10, 11; Science Olym-
piad I 0, 11, 12; Hugh O ' Brian Seminar 
10; National Youth Leadership Confer-
ence 12; Girls' State 11 ; Senate in Action 
12; Math Team 12; New England Math 
League 10, 11, 12; Teen-age Republicans 
11 (Co-Founder), 12; Bundestag Youth 
Exchange 11; NHS 11, 12; Lit House I 0, 
12; Who ' s Who in American High 
Schools 12; Class Council 12; Eastern 
Maine Leadership Conference 12; Model 
UN. 
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Adam White 
So this is it, so here I am 
This broken voice has offered up these 
songs 
These words have loved and poisoned 
and said what I could never. 
These eyes have searched for beauty, hid-
den truths 
It's terrifying learning how to balance. 
- Berdy Bee 
Class Council I 0, l I, I 2; Student 
Council I I, 12 (Treas.); Key Club 
l 0, 11; (Class Rep.), I 2 (Pres.); 
"Forum" IO; "Miser" I I; Haystack 
Young Writers I 2; Lit House I I; 
Newspaper I2; S.B.F.C. IO, I I, I2 
(V.P.); Drug Awareness Co-
Facilitator I l, I 2; Talent Show l 0, 
11, I2. 
Jason Wiggins 
Lee Wilson 
To achieve all that is possible, we must 
attempt the impossible - To be as much 
as we can be, we must dream of being 
more. Most powerful is he who has him-
self in his own power! 
L. W.L.G.J.S.K.G. - P.S. VBCF 
Soccer 9, I 0, I I, 12; Basketball 9, 
IO, 11, 12; Softball 9, IO, 11, I2; 
Class Council IO, 12; Soccer 9, 10, 
I 1, 12 (Capt.); Prom Committee I 2; 
PVC All Star Soccer Team 12. 
Todd Winchester 
It hasn't been an easy road, but I made 
it. 
Int. Basketball 9; Weightlifting 9, 
10, I I, 12. 
Courtney Worcester 
The ideal political-economic system is a S'/'tem 
where men deal with one another, not as victims 
and executioners, nor as masters and slaves but 
as traders, by free voluntary exchange to mutual 
benefit. 
Ayn Rand 
Band 9, I 0; Latin Club I 0 (Parliamentarian), 
11 (V.P.), 12; OM 10, 11; Debate 10; 
Breadloa( Alternate IO; Simon's Rock of 
Bard College Writing and Thinking Institute 
IO; Class Marshal 11; New England Science 
and Humanities Symposium 11; Congress -
Bundestag Exchange Semi-Finalist 11; NHS 
10, II, f2 (Pres.); Yearbook II, 12 (Co-
Editor); Sophomore Drug Awareness Co-
Facilitator 11, 12; Class Council 12; Lit 
House I 0, 11, 12; Jackson Laboratory Sum-
mer Student Program I I; State Alternate 
for "Tomorrow's Health, Today's Priorities: 
The Future of Biomedical Kesearch in 
America" Biomedical Symposium 12; Amer-
ican Assoc. for the Advancement of Science 
Annual Convention (poster paper) 12. 
Ron Worcester 
"Spring is here again, 
Tender age in bloom, 
He knows not what it means, 
Sell the kids for food, 
The water is so yellow, 
I'm a healthy student, 
You're my vitamins. 
I found it hard, 
it was hard to find 
Oh well, whatever, never mind" 
-Nirvana 
Football 9, 10, 11. 
Alan Everett 
Scott Young 
Life is full of many wide roads and 
narrow turns, but there are no bridges 
too difficult to cross. 
Basketball 9, 10; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 
12. 
Naomi Zabot 
The first thing to do when you're being 
stalked by an angry mob with raspber-
ries is to release a tiger. 
- Monty Python's Flying Circus 
OM 11; Latin Club 10, 11, 12 
(Hist.). 
SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
Colvin Arthur 
Cory Craft 
Karen French 
Casey George 
Denise McCann 
Don Pierce 
Ed Raymond 
Alec Sargent 
Forrest Wheelock 
Jennifer Yarbrough 
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Quotable Quotes 
"We have to ease into that thinking." E. Russell 
"Comments? Complaints? Curses?" J. Blakney 
"Insane!" N. Hawkes 
In response to an essay question from Tufts University 
concerning how upbringing had influenced your religion. 
"I'm atheist because if there was a god I wouldn't have 
to write this essay." L. Rosenthal 
"You cancel at the post office." E. Grant 
"The Bionic Ken Doll." B. Houlihan 
"What's wrong with anchovies?" B. Ames 
"Impotent Zeus, whoops! I meant IMPOTENS Zeus," M. 
J. Poole 
"Can we play duck-duck-goose?" J. Wellman. 
"Train of thought derailed ... Dooby, Dooby, DO." D. 
Milliken 
"Hello my name is Simon and I like to do drawings." 
Physics '92 l 
I 
I 
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Champs 
''Detention'' 
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One Last Look At 
Some Tests 
THE QUESTIONS 
1. The fee for a bus ride is called a _ . 
2. A deep hole from which water is drawn is a 
3. An antonym for juniors is __ 
• • • 
TH.E STUDENTS 
Intelligence, discipline, and fun! 
THE ANSWERS: ---- ----
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One Last Look 
At ... 
Our Spirit ••• Our Prifle 
Our Seltoftl% 
A yearbook's duty is to represent as many members of the student body 
as possible and to capture the 
countless teams and activities pres-
ent in the school. However the duty of the 
yearbook to the Senior Class is quite different. 
Seniors expect to see every moment of their last 
year in high school captured, and rightly so. We 
think that the following four pages capture the 
spirit and energy of the Class of 1992. 
Signs of 
Senior Year 
-Mom and Dad getting mad at you because you 
were late picking them up 
-staying up until two, not to finish a movie but 
to finish a term paper 
-receiving 14 letters a day from colleges you 
have never heard of 
-having senioritis 
-moving into Guidance 
-having nightmares about college 
-Juniors treat you like you have already grad-
uated and try to run the school 
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Katherine Acheson 
Megan Adams 
Megan Ahrens 
Enrique Alonso-Sanchez 
Jennifer Ames 
Jessica Anderson 
Matt Anderson 
Wally Ayer 
Joshua Baldacci 
Heath Bartlett 
Cheryl Batchelder 
Michael Baude 
Jonathan Becker 
Chris Bednar 
Lisa Belcher 
Matt Benedict 
Tina Bennett 
Tonia Berlucchi 
Chris Binder 
Tony Bires 
Brooke Bishop 
Jessica Blake 
Craig Borneman 
Brandy Boutin 
Christy Bower 
Mary Bowers 
Maria Boyington 
Ryan Bradford 
Jamey Brecht 
Vincent Brooks 
Brent Brown 
David Brownell 
Michelle Buckley 
Eddie Burgess 
Virginia Burns 
Scott Butterfield 
Rebecca Byrum 
Carrie Caler 
Melissa Cammack 
Ben Carlisle 
Robert Carrera 
Aaron Cheever 
Kendra Cheney 
Nat Chiarell 
Doug Civiello 
Heather Clark 
Lynn Clark 
Melissa Clark 
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Chris Gallon 
Deborah Garrick 
Todd Garwacki 
Megan Gass 
Brian Giroux 
Amanda Gleason 
Jennifer Gomes 
Richard Goodale 
David Gordon 
Nahesi Grant 
Charles Grenier 
Dana Grove 
Kristen Guevara 
Jon Hamm 
Jay Hannon 
Mark Hannon 
Heather Hansen 
Marie Hansen 
Joshua Hanson 
Jessie Hardacker 
Jason Harris 
Brian Haskell 
Laura Haslam 
Dean Heistand 
Daniel Henry 
Darren Henry 
Troy Higgins 
Jason Hobert 
Frederick Hodsdon 
Michelle Hogan 
Kathy Hurd 
Rebecca Ingalls 
Laura Ingles 
Kellie Irving 
Jennifer Jardine 
Chris Keeling 
Heidi Kenny 
Amy Kessler 
Jennifer King 
Eric Klocko 
Stacia Knapp 
Ian Korenek 
Paul Laliberte 
Chris Lambert 
Mark Langley 
Nicky Langley 
Kevin Lawless 
Heath Leavitt 
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Cheryl Murray 
Tony Murray 
Eric Neal 
Kim Nealley 
Renee Nicholas 
Christina Nichols 
Jennifer Nickerson 
Melissa Osborne 
Kim Oulelle 
Malt Parke 
Courtney Parker 
Wade Parlee 
Breanna Peers 
Gary Pelkey 
Todd Philbrick 
Chris Pickering 
Maria Pires 
Robert Powell 
Cheryl Provost 
Shane Qualey 
Matt Randall 
Eric Raymond 
Mark Reed 
Melissa Reilly 
Eric Robertson 
Kelly Robertson 
Cherly Robinson 
Wayne Rolland 
Ben Rosso 
Dan Rosso 
Gianna Royal 
Shalu Rozario 
John Russell 
Kelly Ryan 
Charles Sacobie 
Edgar Sanborn 
Stian Sandal 
Vaughn Schafer 
Tara Schnitker 
Jeremy Scoll 
Chris Shaw 
Kim Sherman 
Melanie Sherwood 
Eric Simpson 
Sam Singal 
Joshua Small 
Toby Smith 
William Smith 
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Kristen Wallace 
Amy Walls 
Jesse Walton 
Andrew Watkins 
Chris Watkins 
Kris Wilson 
Kristy Wilson 
Stacey Wilson 
Kim Woodbury 
Matt Woodman 
Jeremy York 
Isaac Young 
Anna Benton 
David Campbell 
Melissa Young 
Robert Young 
Meagan Zieglar-Hayes 
Kristy Zwanziger 
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Jennifer Adams 
Sherry Albert 
Edward Allen 
Scott Anderson 
Wesley Ashe 
Charles Babineau 
Edward Baker 
Derrick Banda 
Robert Bargent 
DeMar Banks 
Brent Baron 
Joshua Baron 
Joann Barrett 
Andrea Bassi 
Lynn Berry 
Melissa Billington 
Bradford Bilotta 
Jamie Black 
Dyanne Blaisdell 
Julie Blanchard 
Nathan Bofinger 
Jamie Booker 
Kristen Boulier 
Craig Bowden 
Connie Boyd 
Abby Bradford 
Shawn Bradford 
Kathleen Bragdon 
Melissa Bragg 
Stacey Bragg 
Timothy Bragg 
Tina Branscomb 
Jessica Bridges 
Tassanee Briggs 
Robert Brooker 
Jennifer Brookings 
Jennifer Browne 
Larry Burgess 
Cori Burpee 
Sarah Carlisle 
Julie Carmichael 
Ralph Carter 
Jinny Case 
Adam Chadbourne 
Eric Chaples 
Kenneth Clark 
Teesha Cobb 
Leah Cohen 
Picture 
Not 
Available 
James Cole 
Jeremy Colson 
Kelly Comer 
MariAnna Conlon 
Kevin Coolbrith 
Christopher Corliss 
Joseph Corliss 
Brian Coshenet 
Tasha Cough 
Richard Crowe 
Tina Crowe 
Jennifer Curry 
Alec Cyr 
Larry Cyr 
Christinna D'Auteuil 
Krista Dauphinee 
Stuart Davenport 
Zowie Davis 
Travis Demmons 
Ilka Desjardins 
Johnathan Deveau 
Eling Do 
Michelle Dorr 
William Doughty 
Kelly Drake 
Samantha Drak•~e--------------t----------~j 
J ason 
Driggers 
Eric 
Dunham 
Shawn 
Dunton 
J ason 
Durant 
Charles 
Dwelley 
Brad Dyer 
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Eleanore Edson 
Tim Farmer 
Anthony Fernandez 
Jonathon Ferreira 
Lisa Fessenden 
William Fisk 
Eric Fowle 
Nikki Frederic 
Jason Gagne 
Miguel Garcia 
Ryan Gaspar 
Jill Glazier 
Adam Glidden 
Veronica Gomez 
Sonya Gomm 
Wendy Gormely 
Scott Gould 
Brian Grant 
Shawn Green 
Lydia Grove 
Michelle Guerrette 
Amanda Guiggey 
Keith Hallett 
David Hamel 
Bradley Hand 
Richard Haney 
Seth Hardy 
Michelle Harris 
Daniel Hartery 
Salena Hastings 
Eric Hatch 
Shawn Herer 
Michelle Higgins 
Marissa Hightower 
Carrie Houser 
Jennifer Howes 
Jennifer Hoyt 
Christina Hudgins 
Tom Hunt 
Antonio Hunter 
Kristi Hutchinson 
Ryan Iarrobino 
Amanda Ingalls 
Robert Jarvis 
Alison Jewell 
Brad Jewett 
Tracey Johnston 
Katie Jones 
Amy Magill 
Ryan Maher 
Christina 
Mairhuber 
David 
Mallory 
Johr:i Martin 
Christina 
McCann 
Sara 
McCurdy 
Samantha 
McLaughlin 
Laura Jordan 
George Ka . A rrts 
manda Kenn 
David K' edy mg 
Crystal Ladd 
Charles LaF ranee 
Dave Lang 
Jason Langi . Sh .1 a1s 
e1aLan 1 Ka . g ey tnna Sible 
Robert Leac~ 
Luke Leavitt 
R~bert Leeman 
Elizabeth L . 
J a . evenng ~me Lewis 
Mike L ind 
Jennifer Lindi 
Daniel L.indsa;y 
A~ie Lindse 
Gillian L Y 
J .1 ong I I Longstaff 
Cel~ste Lorin 
Christi M g K' acDonald 
imberly Md a ore 
When asked abOUt the change in the senior privileges many 
said that they were upset mainly because it would cut down on the 
amount of hours they would b< able to get at work· Others thought 
that getting out ea<ly should not be a privilege given only to 
Seniors but that all classes should be able to get out. What will 
baPP"n when the [<rst class with no Senior Privileges be· 
comes Seniors .. . should be interesting-
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Jamie McLean 
Scott McLeod 
Meagan McManus 
Michelle Mercier 
Kate Merritt 
Dominic Meucci 
John Michalke 
Angela Michaud 
Anthony Michaud 
Joshua Mishou 
Tara Mitchell 
Laurie Moran 
Scott Morelli 
Heath Morgan 
Jason Morneault 
Eric Murray 
Christopher Newcomb 
Matthew Newman 
Heidi Norwood 
Matthew Nye 
Shari Nye 
Billie-Jo O'Roak 
Todd Oldenburg 
Kellie Jo Page 
Valerie Palmer 
Thomas Palmer 
Erica Patterson 
Loretta-Lynn Pearson 
Carmen Peavey 
Amy Peavy 
Scott Pelletier 
Melissa Philbrick 
Joshya Pincus 
Angie Plummer 
George Polley 
Dana Pomeroy 
Allyson Port 
Jack Potwin 
Mark Powers 
Gayle Pressey 
Michelle Puls 
Benjamin Rafuse 
Sarah Rea 
Allison Robichaud 
Elizabeth Robinson 
Kevin Rochefort 
Courtney Roderick 
Aaron Roth 
Christian Tattan 
Corey Thayer 
Sean 
Thomas 
Molly 
Tomlinson 
Susan 
Townsend 
Heather 
Turner 
Jessica 
Truner 
Jason 
Vafiades 
Daniel Ryder 
Jennifer Sab· 
Rb m ~ ert Sargent 
Enk Shaw 
~icheal Shepherd 
yra Shibles 
Kenyon Shubert 
An~y Sickles 
David Sickles 
]Kenneth Silvestri 
oseph Sites 
Catherine SI aven 
Elizabeth SI A aven 
my Small 
Quentin Small 
M_egan Smith 
Timothy Smith 
Janet Spaulding 
Page Stevens 
Racheal St D . evens 
~melle Stover 
Kirsten Strong 
Ira Strout 
Jason Sudb orough 
Led by their President Allyson Port the 
Sophomore Class council has raised 
$1,000. So far this year they have 
had a dance and later on in the year 
are planning to have a carnation sale 
for Valentine's Day which will make al\ the 
couples at B.H.S· very hapPY· The advisors of the Sophomore Class 
council are Mrs. Lord and Mr. Mooers- With two math teachers as 
their advis0rs there is no doubt in our minds that the Council will 
soon be doubling their profits. 
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Shannon Vanidestine 
Bradley Walker 
Christopher Wallace 
Shawn White 
Whitney White 
Angela Wilkes 
Allison Willigar 
Faith Wilson 
Toni Wilson 
Ryan Witmer 
Shauna Woods 
George Wright 
Keith York 
Joseph Young 
Sheila Young 
Shelley Young 
Alexander Zowghi 
Parvanah Zowghi 
Bangor Regional Program 
Mari Ann Conion 
Chrissie D. Aytieul 
Charles Dwelley 
Chris Kelly 
Lynette Kennady 
Julia Lary 
Johnna Lydick 
Jeremy Mathews 
George Polly 
Jack Potwin 
Fredrick Smith 
Kevin Surowiac 
Andy Tidd 
Jenny pringer 
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Josh Abbott 
Heather Adams 
Tracie Ahrearn 
Paul Allen 
Jamie Alley 
Micheal Arnold 
Heather Arsenault 
Stacey Atwood 
Leah Bagley 
Erika Bailey 
George Bailey 
Charles Bard 
Kelly Bartlett 
Erica Bassi 
Chad Bazinet 
Jennifer Begin 
Sonja Benson 
Cody Berke! 
Lindsay Blaisdell 
Tracy Blanchard 
Heather Boehmer 
Tony Bogan 
Martha Bolduc 
Melissa Booher 
Matthew Bouchea 
Christine Bragg 
Emily Bragg 
Emily H. Bragg 
Scott Brecht 
David Briggs 
Andrew Brown 
Eric Brown 
Shyam Brown 
Peter Pushey 
Stephen Buxton 
Matthew Campbell 
Fredrick Caruso 
Amanda Cerbone 
Gregory Cerini 
Cali Clark 
Nathaniel Clark 
Randy Clark 
Kaleem Clarkson 
Sandi Colson 
Kenneth Condon 
Hartland Conners 
Angela Conrad 
Jessica Constantine 
]Scott Ferguson 
ohn Fidler 
Kelly Field 
Shawn 
Fitzgerald 
Daniel Fla 
Keith Fl gg ood 
Marie Flynn 
teven Foley 
Matthew c Matth onstantine 
. ew Cook 
Elizabeth C B ote 
. rett Cou h 
Georg cg A d e ousins 
n rew Crawford 
Jeremy c El" roman 
M~za Currie 
ichelle Dauph" 
Roger Davis mee 
Patricia Day 
Brooks De . ermg 
Kristie Denne 
Da . I r 
. me Deveau 
Mike Dimett 
Shell" 0 Kell ·~ Domanico 
J Y onavan 
oseph Downey 
Jodi Dube 
Eliz.abeth Dud) 
Lee Dunton ey 
Waseem El Be Jessica F h- gearmi 
T a ey 
imothy Fairbrother 
-rhe freshman C\ass council has 
ra\sed 540.00 so far but plan on \n-
creasing this all\ount very soon. 
'fheY aT< ,ery proud t<> ha'e won 
ftrst place for their float during 
sp\r\t wee• and are p\ann\ng a 
danc<· 'fheY are a ,ery bu•Y group and are toss\n~ around 
· d f r fundra\s\n" 'f hey feel they w\\\ accotnpl\sh many 
ll\anY 1 eas o ". 
tasks throughout the year . 
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Shallum Furbush 
Urias Furbush 
Margo Gallant 
Timothy Gallon 
Jill Gardner 
Sara Gelfand 
Jennifer Getchell 
Sarah Glanville 
Travis Godsoe 
Shane Goggins 
Jesse Goldsmith 
Patrick Gordon 
Tiffany Gordon 
Elizabeth Gould 
Monica Grant 
Christopher Gray 
Patrick Griffin 
Jenifer Grover 
Jennifer Guerin 
Mark Guyer 
Kristen Gwinn 
Kelly Hallahan 
Jason Hancock 
Hannah Haney 
Meaghan Hannan 
Teresa Hanson 
Jenifer Harper 
Travis Harrington 
Michael Hart 
Herbert Hasenbank 
Kelly Hatch 
Angelica Hawks 
Skye Healy 
Jerry Hess 
Michael Hetley 
Todd Hill 
Angela Hodgdon 
Jarrod Holman 
Erin Hughes 
Renee Hughes 
Sheri Hunt 
Erika Illingsworth 
Aaron Ivers 
Nichole Jacques 
Joshua Jamieson 
Shannon Jenkins 
Jimmie Jewett 
Jennifer Johnson 
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Alison Manowski 
Lynn Martin 
Jeremy Mathews 
Holly McCann 
Jamie McCarter 
Ryan McCarthy 
Mark McEwen 
Christopher McGillicuddy 
George McGlauflin 
Jeffrey McGrath 
Sean McPherson 
Kimberly Merry 
Maggie Michaud 
Kathleen Michniewicz 
Rebecca Miller 
Brent Mingo 
Frederick Moore 
Kelly Moore 
Kristen Moore 
Lance Morgan 
Samuel Moring 
Kevin Morneault 
Isaac Morse 
Amy Muncey 
Ryan Norton 
Amanda Nye 
Daniel O'Connell 
Timothy Ogden 
Janet Ogilvie 
Peter Ogilvie 
Marisha Ouellette 
Jamie Owens 
Lorrie Page 
Corey Paradise 
Kevin Parke 
Sara Parker 
Darrell Parks 
Jill Partridge 
Carla Peavey 
Kristy Peavey 
Kyra Pelkey 
Rebecca Philbrook 
Matthew Phillips 
Alvin Pinkham 
Mary Pinto 
Kyna Pitulo 
Benjamin Pollard 
Nathan Pusey 
g~~ i nic Sickles 
me! Silver 
Dawn 
Simpson 
Matthew 
Skipper 
Brian 
Sklenar 
Rran Small 
Audrey 
Smith 
Charles 
Smith 
Christina Q 
Matt Rahn uery 
Amanda Rak D . er 
amel Reid 
Sara Rexroad 
Summer R" h ic ards 
Jessica Richie 
Cory Ricker 
Bethany R" d 
J . 1e el enmfer Robe 
John R b rts B . 0 erts 
enJamin Rob ertson 
Samara Roll" Ja ms ~es Ross 
An•u R . ~ ozano 
Laura Sabal 
Sara Sabal 
Joshua Sar gent 
David Saul 
Heathers E . cott 
nc Seave K . y 
e1th Sewall 
Brandon Sh. 
Da . 1ver 
mel Shub ert 
The inabiliW of Republi-
cans and pewocrats to set 
aside differences and get 
down to business both on the 
federal and State \e•e\ ha• be-
gun to worr'I a\wost e•eryone, 
as scot Crichton said. "lt is scar)' 
that the people whotn we elect to run 
our country fail to be able to reduce the federal 
deficit." Students and teachers a\i\<.e recognize 
the need for sotnething to be done by soweone 
and soon· 
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David Smith 
Hannah Smith 
Matthew Snow 
Lewis Snyder 
Aimee Soucie 
Brock Soucie 
Matthew Spearing 
Scott Speck 
Patrick Spekhardt 
Sean St. Heart 
Cheryl St. Lawrence 
Ryan Stanley 
Heidi Steeves 
Matthew Stevens 
Michael Stevens 
Robert Strout 
Jessica Sudborough 
Christopher Swartz 
Katie Szal 
Jeremy Tanis 
David Tattan 
Eric Taylor 
Jennifer Tear 
David Thayer 
Frances Thibodeau 
Christianna Thomas 
Michelle Thomas 
Matthew Thompson 
Shane Thompson 
Andrew Tidd 
Carrie Tilton 
Sarah Trafton 
Nicholas Trzaskos 
Melora Vardarmis 
Travis Veuilleux 
Christopher Vespoli 
Nicole Waggoner 
Kelly Waterman 
Liza Watts 
Jeremy Weeks 
Charles Wellman 
Corey Wheaton 
Cori Wheeldon 
Phillip Wheeler 
Melissa White 
Peter White 
J ames Whitmore 
David Whitney 
Chris Day 
Elizabeth Tgixeira 
Ruth Ann Young 
Tena Young 
Meagan Zahn 
Joey Wilcox 
Rachel Williams 
Gregory Willoughby 
Christopher Winstead 
Emily Woodman 
Christianna Woodward 
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FRESH.MEN::: 
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BAND 
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w ith over twenty act1v1ues present in the school, 
Bangor High students have no reason to be bored. For 
every interest whether it is writing, Latin or government a 
group exists at Bangor High. Almost without exception, 
these activities are open to all who are willing to par-
ticipate. 
Around the border, all of the activities present at the 
school are listed. Many of these activities are not well 
known through out the school. They are not as visible as 
R.O.T.C. nor is their membership as vast as the Key 
Club's. Nevertheless they quietly go about their business. 
attending meetings, paying dues, and most importantly 
having a good time with people who share a common 
interest. 
PEER SUPPORT 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
LIT HOUSE 
BDN 
MIDWEEK ROTC 
NHS 
In the following pages you will find the twenty odd 
activities and their members, as well as a general de-
scription of what they do. Take a moment and read these 
descriptions. We think that once you do you will be filled 
with pride as you realize how very dedicated the students 
here are. Even if they are involved in an activity that you 
yourself are uninterested in or do not support you will still 
be moved by the participants dedication and hard work as 
they strive to make their activity reach its full potential. 
Please note at the bottom of the following pages are 
names of our patrons, who, through their generous sup-
port allow us to reach our full potential.Join us now, as we 
take a look at activities ... 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
MATH TEAM 
OM 
L D 
A E 
T B I 
N A 
c T 
L E 
u 
B 
CLUE 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
L to R, Row I: Mary Estey, Nicki Hawkes, Joel St. Pierre, Adam White, Lindley McCarthy, Janice Deering, Eddie Hannon, Parke Oldenburg. 
Row 2: Mary Bowers, Tasanee Briggs, Ali Port, Whitney White, Susie Bretthauer.Jamie Black, Tasha Cough, Andy Watkins. Row !l: Nate Pusey, 
Jay Hannon, Amanda Raker, Moriah Flynn, Andrea Bassi, Amanda Ingalls, Laura Jordan, Scot Crichton, Mark Hannon. Row 4: Mau Parke, 
Emilie Roy, Pat Masters, Dirk Warren, Dan Silver, Mark Recd, Ricky Crowe, George Wright. 
98 Maryann and Mark Roth 
SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL 
Drew and Julie Milliken 99 
JUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL 
I 00 Adrienne A. White 
SOPHOMORE CLASS COUNCIL 
Row I: Whitney White, Jill Glazier, Kim Madore. Row 2: Rick Crowe, George Wright IV, Mandy Ingalls, Kevin Rochefort, Tim 
Bragg. Tasanee Briggs, Laura Jordan. 
Leonard Leonidas 101 
FRESHMAN CLASS COUNCIL 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' 
The Class of '95 proudly accepted first 
prize in the float contest at Homecoming. 
The freshmen were pleased to have 
assisted BHS students with their 
midterms/finals by selling doughnuts and 
milk during break. Other fundraising efforts 
included the selling of cheering towels, 
pencils and pens, a car wash and a spring 
dance. 
The freshman class is well on its way to 
graduation in 1995. 
OFFICERS 
President - Nate Pusey 
Vice President - Jill Gardner 
Secretary - Sara Parker 
Treasurer - Brooks Deering 
Row I: Elizabeth' Dudley, Elizabeth Cote, Sara Parker. Row 2: Nate Pusey, Angela Conrad, Kristie Denner, Brett Cough, Liza 
Watts. 
102 Bill and Pam Cohen 
GIRLS' AND BOYS' STATE 
Gary and Carol Subjoc 103 
THE ORACLE EDITORS 
I 04 Charles Anderson and Paula Billings 
THE ORACLE STAFFS 
Carroll and Sandy McGrath I 05 
,.. 
NATIONAL HONOR SOC ETY 
106 Don and Chin Wilson 
KEY CLUB 
Ron and Roberta Goddard 107 
PEER SUPPORT 
. 
Photo taken by Peer Support. 
I 08 Tom and Bonnie Sawyer 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
OFFICERS 
President - Ethan Cohen 
Vice President - Steph Miller 
Secretary - Bob Ganem 
Treasurer - Lisa Trefethen 
Urgent Action Coordinators - Raven Manochio 
- Jenne Talbot 
Paul andjudith Pusey 109 
S.E.E.D. 
-
Row I: George Wright, Megan McManus, Liza Levering, Melissa Young, Tim Bragg, Erika Bailey, Chris McCarty. Row 2: 
,. Traci Miller, Kenyon Shubert, Heather Arsenault, Anju Rozario. Row 3: Abby Br.1dford, Molly Tomlinson, Kirsten Strong, 
Quentin Small, Pat Masten, Emily Bragg, Doug Reu5Ch (Advisor), Christine Bragg, Sarah Glanville, Kate Merritt, Christi 
Thomas. 
110 Gary and Linda Cook 
DEBATE 
Chris Swartz, Paul Laliberte, John Becker, Liza Levering, Johanna Barrett, Dan Ryder, Molly Tomlinson, Kirsten Strong, Wendy 
Stockford, Whitney MacDonald, Aaron Roth, Missy Young. 
Ken and Brenda Jordan 111 
SPEECH 
I s il possible to tow a U-Haul trailer behind a school bus? 
The guanlity of hardware collected by Bangor's Speech Team during the 1991-1992 season was 
lruly impressive. We were often forced to consider, as we boarded our transport home from 
tournaments "Will all these trophies fit on the bus?" 
With an astonishingly young team, we made our pr~sence known at tournaments throughout the 
state. Numbered among those who produced awards for the team are: Champion storyteller Angie 
Plummer who consistentl.y ~ollected first and sec~m~ prize a'."ards, Kristen Gwinn and Brooke Bishop 
collaborated to make their judges cry, always an md1cator of an award winning performance, Jen 
Talbot and Andy Day, who, with a selection from Death of a Salesman, transported their audiences 
to a world of domestic disharmony, Liz Teixeira, authored a convincing portrayal of her ideal of 
courage, Beth Cote broke judges' hearts with a searing tale of parent-child separation, Whitney 
Macdonald, Jess Bridges, Jen Emery, Megan Ziegler-Haynes, and Molly Tomlinson, wrote, presented, 
and won with original works on the subjects of substance abuse, the opposite sex, and the twisted 
humor of the ancients, Scot Crichton, our eloquent political correspondent, and Gina Thompson 
whose stunning portrayal of a grieving daughter left her listeners in silent tears. 
Impressing the competition with our show of spirit and talent, while losing only four graduating 
seniors, look out Maine Forensic League, the Bangor High S<.:hool Speech Team is a snowball headed 
down the mountain. 
Rov. I: !\kg.111 c;.1".,Jt·111w Tai hot. Fli1.1l>l't h Cott'. :\ ngit· l'lumnwr. Jon Ft·11t·i1 ,1. Ro" 2 : ~. Ji1.1hc·t h ' I 1·i"1·ir .1, l.11a \\',111,, Jo,1111.1 
Pim u,, \fart in O'Connt>ll (Coa< h). Kri,tt·11 G\, inn. Bob (;,uwm, Brookt· Bi,hop. T.unmi S111t1t·1, 1>,1\ id \11 L.111ghlin. 
112 Thomas and Nancy Small 
MATH TEAM 
The Bangor High Math Team continues to excel in the Eastern Maine Math League and in the 
State. Every year since 1985, BHS has been in five regional meets and a state meet. Bangor High has 
qualified and competed in the New England Invitational Math Competition at Canton, Massachusetts 
the last two years by scoring high in the regional and state competitions. Last year BHS was first out of 
twenty-two schools in Eastern Maine at the Regional Math Contest in March. At the third meet this year 
BHS scored the most points ever for a Bangor High team and easily finished first. Two sample questions 
are: 
1. Find the sum of the following series: 
48 + 40 + 36 + 27 + 22.5 + ... 
2. Given a triangle ABC formed by points A(6,2), B(14,t), 
and C(l2,-2, find the value oft so that the area of 
the triangle ABC is 15 square units. 
Answer: 352 . 
Answer: t= 5-3 or t= -25-3 
Team members who learn to do problems like these find the SAT exams to be significantly easier. 
Those who attended most of our meets include: Jeff Bowden, Christine Bragg, David Brownell, Ben 
Carlisle, Amy Dunham, Joni Fournier, Amanda Godsoe, Thomas Lingley, Melissa McEwen, Jeff 
Merritt, Kate Merritt, Michelle Ouellette, Andy Richards, John Robertson, Laurie Rosenthal, Aaron 
Roth, Wendy Shaw, Kenyon Shubert, Sarah Shubert, Sam Singal, Dan Thai, Molly Tomlinson, and 
Jesse Walton. 
1st Row: Coach S. God~oe,Jesse. Walton, Thomas Lingley, Aaron Roth, David Bro~nell. 2nd Row: Coach G. Mercier, Wendy Shaw, 
Emily Snow, Kate Marntt, ~aune Ro~n~hal,Jayne Wellman, A~anda Godsoe, Mehssa McEwen, Sarah Shubert. ~rd Row: Coach A. 
Mooers, Sam Singal,Josh Pmcus, Chnstme Bragg, Molly Tomhnson,Jon Becker, Coachj. Blakney. 
Mr. and Mrs. James Sexton 113 
O.M. 
'I • '-:: "~i " '~ ... : ·C' -~ 
Kim Madore, Liza Levering, Kirsten Strong ~ " : · ., , ' 
• - l. - -- • .!•I!. ........... 
l 14 Ron andjane Miller 
AFS 
Row l: Amy Dow, Traci Miller, Salena Hastings, Kate Merritt. Row 2: Eduardo Hashimoto, Stian Sandal, Amanda Gleason, 
Myriam Botero, Heather Turner. 
Ronald J. and Adele St. Pierre 115 
LAT NCLUB 
116 Robert and Candice Guerette 
J 
TEEN-AGE REPUBLICANS 
OFFICERS 
President: Marie Hansen 
Vice President: George Little 
Secretary: Bree Peers 
Treasurer: Michelle Ouellette 
Row I: Marie Hansen, Michelle Ouellette, Jennifer Ogilvie. Row 2: Jayne Wellman, Mark Reed, Bree Peers. 
Richard and Jeannie Roy 117 
RAMPAGE 
118 Terry N. Smith 
The Ram-Page Editorial Board: 
Editor in chief - Raven Manocchio 
Editorial Editor - Whitney MacDonald 
News Editor - Kristen Guevara 
Sports Editor - Matt Woodman 
Entertainment Editor - Josh Bears 
Feature Editor - Adam White 
Photography Editor - Laura Ingles 
Advertising Editor - Bill Doughty 
Copy Editor - Andy Day 
Lay-Out Editor - Christy Bower 
Art Editor - Matt Moring 
Business Manager - Kim Cross 
I 
LITHOUSE 
. . . 
Ro\\ I, L to R: lkbecca lngalJ,, Sarah Shubert. Kri,li Merrnhew, F.rin Small. Jenne Talbot. Row 2, L to R: Mrs. Chri,takrn., 
Quen1in Small, Lynee Clark. Naomi Zabot, Wendy Rodman, Stace> Nodine, Karen Maher. Second Semester Students Not 
Pictured: Andy Day, Larr} Merry, Carlos Mar1111e~. 
Betty Merry, In Memoriam: Edmund L. Merry 119 
ORCHESTRA 
Sarah Glanville, Selena Hastings, Li1.a Levering, Celeste Loring, Jennifer Sabin, Wendy Shaw, Cathy Slaven, Elizabeth Slaven, 
Ruth Young, Ben Rafuse. .· 
. . - . - • • ,_ - • - .··-., -· ".· ... 'U ••. _,',~.:.>~ . ... z.;~i:-1~ 
120 John and Carolyn Foley 
• BAND 
Lee and Everett Worcester 121 
CHORUS 
122 
MIDWEEK WRITERS 
Sarah Shubert, Sam Singal 
123 
R.O.T.C. 
124 
R.O.T.C. 
125 
MIDSUMMER 
126 
NIGHT'S DREAM 
127 
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One Day at Sehool 
A PHOTO ESSAY 
1991-1992 
Progralll of Studies 
~ ~ ~ '"'~""" § 
~ ~ 
""" ~~ ~ ' 
ACTIVITIES ATHLETICS 
Grades 9-10-11-12 
Bangor High School 
885 Broadway 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 10, 1991 
• • • 
• 
7 A.M. The Sehool Awakes 
-
- ---
- -
-
Lockers at rest. 
Barren halls await. The corridors rest in silence. 
Fo.r One Last Moment, Quiet :Prevails 
129 
7:46 A.M. The Crowds Arrive 
Where's my food? 
Tough decisions. Off to class! 
Many Faees Greet the New Day 
130 
• 
8:30 A.M. Deep In Thought 
·- -
Is the answer X? Who's helping whom? 
!<eying in. Did Shakespeare write comic books? 
Minds at Work 
131 
9:1-S A.M. Details 
Where's my monkey wrench? 
Graphic Art. Chip off the old block! 
Paying Attention to the Specifies 
132 
• 
L 1-0 A.M. Letting Off Steam 
Swish! 
Whew! Add another 50 pounds! 
Working Out for Life 
133 
10:45 A.M. Exeellenee: 
Another day on the job. Tuning up! 
An orchestral moment. Lecture time! 
Taking Pride in Their Work 
134 
• 
11:30 A.M. Luneh Stop 
Finally a break. · 
Food for thought. Load up the trays. 
The Best T:ime of the Day 
135 
12:15 A.M. Baek to w ·ork. 
Computer basics. 
How many words a minute? Three more lines! 
Putting Noses Baek to the Grindstone 
136 
• 
, 1 P.M. ReDeetive Thoughts 
Another Picasso! Still life work. 
t\ttemion to detail. Print art. 
Life in the Arts 
137 
1:45 P .M. Futures: 
Mr. Bones and friends. 
Wonders of science. I failed again! 
W orki11g Towa.rd Careers 
138 
--
• 
2:30 P.M. A Continuing Tempo 
When is the next deadline? 
Flag duty. Lying down on the job. 
After Hours 
139 
4 P .M. Heading Home 
"Lei IS 11rh" lo ttach oar poi 
.~ud •P reachins." 
So, do you want to go to college? 
The halls laid to rest again. 
Another day done! 
Monk arrest! 
Another Day Co.mes to au End 
140 
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SPIRIT SURVIVES 
To those who know BHS Football, this season would be 
considered a disappointment but the team's coach would dis-
agree. Although the win-loss record doesn't show it Bruce 
Morse in his last year as head coach said that "This is one of the 
most enthusiastic groups that I've coached." Headed by Seniors 
Brian Issacs, Eddie Hannon, Josh McNeily, Tommy LeClair, 
Steve Subjoc and Junior Robbie Estey, the team showed the 
great values of courage and strength that their coach had 
instilled in it. With 40 underclassmen on the roster BHS foot-
ball has a great chance to improve in the coming years. 
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THE 
Brewer L 
Mt. Blue L 
Lawerence L 
Cony L 
Waterville L 
Brunswick L 
Morse w 
Gardiner L 
Oxford Hills L 
Skowhegan L 
Varsity Football 
Row I, L to R: Jason Townsend, Tom LeCJair, 
Aaron Hartery, John Herlihy, Eddie Hannan, 
Brian Issacs, Chris Chamberlain, Jerry Hewes, 
Steve Subjoc, Josh Mc Neilly, Gary Martin, Rob-
ert Powell. Row 2: Brian Grant, Chris Steeves, 
Matt Nye, Robbie Estey. Todd Philbrick, Brian 
Giroux, Buddy Syphers, Ben Toole, Robert Car-
r.-ra, Dan Henry, Brian Trefethen, Josh Mishou, 
lohn Tennett. Row 3: Eric Dunham, Jason 
Tozier, Craig Bowden, Dan Hartey, Ryan lar-
robino, Chad Bazinet, Son Thai, Demar Banks, 
Jason Sudborough, Chris Binder, Darren Henry, 
"Sheila Young, Melissa Bragg. Row 4: Joe Corliss, 
Eric Fowle, l'aul Laliberte, Rob Brooker, Jason 
Langlais, Ryan Gasper, Bob Young, Russell 
Moores, Josh Baldacci, Gary l'elkey, Mark 
McEwen. Top Row: Trainer Ryan, Mark Hack-
ett, Bruce Morse. 
• 
"Heaps on Heaps" 
And now both Bands in close 
embraces met, 
Now foot to foot, and breast to 
breast was set. 
Now all impatient grapple 
round the Ball, 
And Heaps on Heaps on Heaps 
in wild Disorder fall. 
Matthew Concanen 
from A Match at Football 
143 
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A RE-BUILDING 
YEAR 
Although the BHS Freshman 
Football team had a disappointing 
record the eighth grade football 
league had obviously given the 
players an edge when it came to 
game experience. The highlight 
of the season was the pre-season 
defeat of arch rival Brewer. With 
Dan O'Connell and Josh Jamieson 
leading the team, the freshman 
football team provided a great nu-
cleus that will certainly add to the 
football tradition at BHS in the 
years to come. 
THE 
Brunswick L 
Gardiner L 
Mt. Blue L 
Waterville L 
Cony L 
Lawerence L 
Skowhegan L 
Freshman Football 
Row l, L to R: Stephen Buxton, Jeffery 
McGrath, Aaron Ivers, David Saul, 
Waseem El-Begearmi, Kaleem Clark-
son. Row 2: Coach Fahey, Cory Ricker, 
Sean McPherson, Darrell Parka, Dan 
O'Connell, Jason Hancock, Chuck 
Smith, Issac Morse. R.ow ~: Coach Paul, 
Harland "John" Conners, Matthew 
Kinney, Jarrod Holman. Frederick 
Moore, Joshua Jamieson, John Roberts. 
CHEERING AT BUS 
VARSITY 
Row I: Misty Stacey, Holly Tilton, Tina Keeling, 
Sharmaine Moore. Row 2: Kim Flagg, Kim Sher-
man, Carrie Caler, Jenn King, Sara Gelfand. Row 
3: Erin Hughes, Tara Mitchell, Veronica Gomez, 
~illie-Jo O'Roark, Christina Marihuber, Mrs. Bas-
si. 
FRESHMAN 
Row I: Hannah Smith, Jessica Sudborough, Marisha 
Ouellette (Capt.), Kristen Moore (Capt.), Shannon 
Jenkins, Beth Gould. Row 2: Rebecca Millar, Hannah 
Haney, Scarlett Langway, Amanda Cerbone, Cheryl 
St. Lawerence. 
B-E-A-T, BEAT THE WITCHES, BEAT THE WITCHES, FIGHT! 
WE'RE PROUD UH HUH! SAY IT AGAIN! BANGOR RAMS! 
EVERYBODY STAND UP AND SHOUT, THE BANGOR RAMS ARE 
BUSTIN'-OUT! 
P*S*Y*C*H*E*D GET PSYCHED, GET PSYCHED, GET PSYCHED 
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ENDU RI NG SPIRIT 
Despite their record for the sea-
son the Bangor High Field Hock-
ey team had a winning attitude 
that would not let them quit. Un-
der coach Gina Toole and assis-
tanf Gail Mercier the team went 
into every game prepared and 
with a win on their mmds. Lead-
ing the team defensively was 
goalie Nichole Hawkes and Molly 
Kornfield. Offensively, Amanda 
Godsoe and Amy Goddard led the 
charge. This year's team was a 
young one. With many players re-
turning next year, it is clear to see 
that tfte Field Hockey team at 
Bangor High has a great future. 
Brewer 
Orono 
Hampden 
PCHS 
Hermon 
Foxcroft 
Old Town 
Brewer 
Orono 
Hampden 
Hermon 
Nokomis 
Old Town 
THE 
L 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
T 
L 
L 
w 
w 
L 
L 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Row I, L to R: Cheryl Murray, Kellie Ir-
ving, Nicki Hawkes, Sarah Jordan, Molly 
Kornfield, Amanda Godsoe, Sarah 
Shubert, Amy Goddard, Lisa Smith. Kris-
ten Guevara. Row 2: Sara McPherson, Sa-
rah Michaud, Kate McPherson, Jen En-
man, Emily Snow, Shalu Rozario, Kathy 
Flynn, Whitney MacDonald, Melissa Leon-
ard, Kim Woodbury. Row 3: Coach Toole. 
Shelly Young, Gayle Pressey, Sarah Car-
lisle, Meghan Flynn, Eliza Currie, Kirsten 
Strong, Maggie Michaud, Leah Bagley, 
Elizabeth Dudley , Amanda Kennedy, 
Coach Mercier. 
• 
IN THE 
DRIVERS SEAT 
Despite losing five starters from last year, the Bangor 
High Golf team still had a successful season. Under coach 
Dave Willette the team had a record of 11-4 and finished 
as runners up in the Eastern Maine regionals. The team 
was led by Seniors Pat Reed, Lenny Ryan and Josh Bears 
and Juniors Scott Crichton and Ryan Bradford. With the 
return of Crichton and Bradford along with freshman 
David Smith, the Bangor High Golf team is looking good. 
GOLF 
Row l, L to R: Tom Parker, Mark Guyer, 
David Smith, Coach Willette, Mike Leon-
ard. David King, Dam Btownell. I.ow 2: 
Kevin Rochefort, Chris Mc:GiHicuddy,Josh 
Bean, Pat Reed, &fan Bradford, Eric Mur-
ray, Lenny Ryan. Scott Cridw:m. 
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... GET SET, GO!! 
The Bangor High Cross Country 
team, under Coach Jeff Ingalls, per-
formed better than anyone had thought 
they could. The team went from 18 
members last year to 46 members this 
year. f.or the boys Scott Butterfield, Joe 
Locke and Andy Watkins led the 
charge. For the girls Courtney Parker 
and Kristi Merrithew were the front 
runners. Both boys and girls had suc-
cessful seasons with the boys making the 
state meet for the second consecutive 
year. The boys and girls team are ex-
pecting a great return for next year's 
team and a brighter future for Bangor 
High Cross Country. 
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9/ 14 
9/ 17 
9/21 
9/25 
10/ I 
10/ 4 
10/ 9 
10/ 11 
10/ 19 
10/ 26 
11/ 2 
THE 
D 
Ellsworth Invitational 
Bangor 
M.D.I. Invitational 
Bangor 
Bucksport 
Sectional 
Minutemen 
Invitational 
Bangor 
P.V.C. 
Regional Meet 
State Meet 
Cross Country 
Row I, L to R: Amy Dunham, Kim Cross, 
Leah Cohen, Courtney Parker, Stephanie 
Miller, Megan Adams, Kristi Merrithew. 
Row 2: Coach Ingalls, Shonna Cook, Char-
lotte Cyr, Lisa Trefethen, Sarah Rea, Amy 
Woodman, Tina Young, Shelly Staples. 
Row 3: Andrew Watkins, Jeff Bowden, 
Chris Pickering, Edward Sanbourn, Joe 
Locke, Wayne Rolland, Brian Meager. 
Tony Hunter, Coach Barier. 
AIM, 
FIRE:: 
The Rifle Team spends hours a 
week practicing their sharp-shooting 
skills. With the results they have 
been getting lately - no one needs 
to fear Iraq. 
Rifle Team 
RIFLE Th\ \1 - S1n1· Bu,1011 , John l\frLt>-
an, Paul Wall..1·r 
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ON TOP 
The Boys Soccer Team of Bangor 
High exceeded all expectations. Under 
coach Roger Reed the Rams made the 
playoffs for the fourth consecutive 
time, although they were defeated in a 
heart breaking loss to Brewer, the team 
was still outstanding. With goalie Billy 
Newman and defensemen Dan Thai, 
Pat Masters, Chris Watkins and Stien 
Sandal the Rams only allowed an amaz-
ing seven goals all season. Midfielders 
Parke Oldenburg, Nahesi Grant and 
George Wright were absolutely superb 
in big game situations. David Hamel, 
Mark Reed, Ryan Maher, and Mark and 
Jay Hannon Provided the scoring 
punch. The team will be losing only five 
seniors so the future is looking very 
bright for the Ram's Soccer Team. 
THE 
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Presque Isle w 
Brewer w 
Caribou w 
Nokomis w 
Hampden w 
Old Town w 
Brewer w 
Presque Isle w 
Orono L 
Caribou w 
Nokomis L 
Hampden w 
Ellsworth T 
Old Town w 
Playoffs 
Brewer L 
Varsity Boys Soccer 
Row 1: John Becker, Dan Thai, Jay Han-
non, David Hamel, Mark Hannon, Todd 
Oldenburg, Alex Cyr, Parke Oldenburg. 
Row 2: Stien Sandal, Matt Parke, John 
Hunter, Ryan Maha, Andy Richards, 
George Wright, Brian Haskell, Chris 
Watkim, John Russel. Row 3: Josh Black, 
Pat Masters, Mark Reed, John Hamm, Kyle 
Rand, Matt Newman, Bill Newman. 
GAVE IT 
THEIR ALL 
The desire to succeed and to strive 
as far as possible is something that a 
coach loves to see in a team. The 
Lady Rams Soccer Team showed 
these qualities and more while hav-
ing a great season and just missing 
the playoffs. Guided by a very taf-
entea group of seniors, the team 
played with great control and un-
selfishness during every game. The 
team's attitude was without a doubt 
an unbeatable one. With a rich pool 
of talent still remaining the future is 
looking very promising for the girls' 
soccer team of Bangor High. 
THE 
Nokomis W 
Presque Isle L 
Brewer L 
Bucksport W 
Caribou L 
Old Town W 
Hampden L 
Nokomis W 
Presque Isle L 
Bucksport L 
Hampden L 
Caribou L 
Old Town W 
Brewer T 
Girls' Varsity Soccer 
Row 1: Allyson Port, Jenn Curtis, Lindley 
McCarthy, Lee Wilson, Joni Fournier, Jen 
Patry, Allison Williger, Mary Bowers. Row 
2: Amy Waterman, Debbie Hachey, Chris-
ty Bower, Tasanee Briggs, Wendi Gorme-
ly, Janice Deering. Row 3: Jesse Sexton, 
Lorena- Gomez, Renee Nicholas, Missy 
McEwen, Michelle Puls, Ellie Edson. Coach 
Richards. 
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J.V. 
Soeeer 
J.V. 
Soeeer 
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Row I : Allison Menowski, Jamie Owens, Sara Parker, Christina Ann Woodard, Jill Partridge, Corey Wheelden, Jill 
Gardner. Row 2: Jamie Black, Sara Sable, Andrea Bassi, Mandi Ingalls, Laura Jordon, Lisa Fesseden, Sherri Nye. 
Erica Illingworth. 
Row I : Nate Pusey, Matt Bouchea,Json Farrar, Dan Shubert. Row 2: Travis Godsoe, Pete Ogilive, Nat Clark, Justin 
Stone, Matt Snow. 
1 
I 
...... 
EM CHAMPS 
What can you say abOut this year's 
version of the Bangor Boys Basket-
ball team? This talented group of 
guys displayed the heart and soul of 
true winners. Under coach Roger 
Reed's leadership each one ran the 
fast break with finesse, hit the out-
side jumper with pure accuracy and 
played defense with animal instincts. 
Led all the way by senior, McDonalds 
All-American Candidate, Bill New-
man and juniors Mark Reed, John 
Tennet, Chris Pickering, Dean Heis-
tand and Ryan Bradford, the team 
was a true force to be reckoned with 
in Eastern Maine. With a strong con-
tingent of people coming back next 
year Bangor should once again be a 
fearful team to face on the Basketball 
court! 
THE 
RECORD 
Hermon 
Dttring 
Caribou 
Hampden 
Waterville 
Stearns 
Presque Isle 
Nokomis 
Old Town 
Brewer 
Lawrence 
Nokomis 
Caribou 
Lawrence 
Hampden 
Waterville 
Brewer 
Stearns 
Presque Isle 
Old Town 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Isl Row: Mau Newman, Brent Brown, Kip 
Kt'eli111e. Bill Nt'wman, Tom LeClair, Mau 
Parke, Dean Ht'istand. 2nd Row: Chris Pic:k-
erinK, Mark Rt't'd, Ryan Bradford, Robbie 
Thanks to BDN llO• tll8rviUi8veOfhnTenncu. 
tllel• plc:tu•e. •ss 
B-BALL 
Coach Tom Tennett's Lady Rams 
showed great courage and fortitude 
throughout every game played. There 
was never a game when this close knit 
bunch of girls wasn't ready for their 
opponent. Win or lose these girls always 
had their heads up high. Led by seniors 
Charolette Cyr, Amy Waterman, Shon-
na Cook and Lee Wilson, the team 
showed formidable opponents that Ban-
gor was a serious face to be recognized 
with. 
Bangor will once again look strong 
when the '92-'93 season rolls around. 
Look for Courtney Parker, Leah This-
tle, Jeanne Englebrect and Michel Pulis 
to lead the way in Eastern Maine bas-
ketball. 
E 
At Caribou 
y, Waterville 
At Stearns 
At Pres4ue hie 
y, Nokomis 
At Old Town 
At Brewer 
y, Lawrence 
At Nokomis 
Vs Hampden 
y, Caribou 
At Lawrence 
At Hampden 
At Waterville 
y, Brewer 
y, Stearn' 
y, Pre,4ue hie 
y, Old Town 
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VARSITY 
BOUND .. 
Coach Jeff Ingalls put his youthful 
J.V. Boys to the test the entire sea-
son. The whole team worked hard 
throughout the season so that they 
might one day be making the big 
plays for the varsity basketball team. 
·rop Row: Matt Nyt., Luke Leavitt, Sean Bradford, Wes Ashe.Jason Driggers, Craig Bowden. Front: David 
Hamt'I, Ridy Crowt' , Erit: Murray, Kt'vin Rot:ht'fl>rt,John Martin, St'an Thomas. 
AND 
RED 
uo~: 
Coach Bob Clukey molded his 
?irl's J. V. basketball team in a fash-
ion so that they may one day play 
hard for the Varsity level. Each girl 
displayed a great work ethic and an 
ability to have fun at the same time 
which will certainly lead them in the 
right direction. 
Row I, L to R: Jill Partridge, Tasha Cough, Lisa Trefethen , Stat:y Wilson, Ally Port , Jaimie Blat:k . Row 2, 
L to R: Lisa Fessenden, Alison Robichaud , Brooks Dearing, Erika Patterson, Amanda Guiggey, Andrea 
Ba"i. 
• 
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FROSH 
POWER 
Well you can rack up another 
championship for the Freshman boys' 
basketball team of Bangor High. This time i1 
was at the expense of Brewer. First year 
coach Mark Hackett put his boys through the 
rigors of a team that you knew would go all 
the way to the top. With a great chemistry 
and attitude this team was destined for 
greatness from the first practice to the 
championship game. 
HOOP 
ITUP: 
If there was one thing that you 
could say about this year's version of 
the Girls Freshman basketball team, 
it was when they were down they 
were never out. This was apparent 
when they came back from a large 
deficit to beat the John Bapst Cru-
saders in the semifinals of the East-
ern Maine Tournament. Coach Jeff 
Paul instilled courage and a fighting 
instinct that would never let them get 
down easily. The entire team showed 
everyone why it worked so hard 
throughout the season. 
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Row I: Dan Shubert, Joey Wilcox, Mau Bouchea, Travis Godsoe, Matt Thompson , Fred Moore, Chris 
McGillicuddy. Row 2: Tony Bogan, Mark McEwen, Matt Kinney, John Conners, Dan O'Connell, Paul 
Allen, Owen King, Coach Hackett. 
Row I: Emily Bragg, Patty Day, Jill Gardner, Sara Sabal, Cori Wheeldon. Row 2: Cali Clark, Heather 
Adams, Jamie Owens, Sara Glanville, Kyna Pitula, Kelly Waterman, Amanda Cerbone. 
• SPEEDY 
FOLKS 
Coach Maynard Walton's Boys and Girls Indoor 
T rack T eams had a very productive season in East-
ern Maine track competition. The boys used intensity 
and hard work in taking the runner up trophy at the 
Eastern Regiona ls behind Old Town, but in front of 
Brewer. The girl's team, while very young this year, 
showed a tremendous competitive flare in every race. 
The boys were led by Captains J oe Locke and Scott 
Butterfie ld and senior sprinter Josh Beers. The Gir ls 
were led by captains Lindley McCarthy, Jon i Four-
nie r , and Lisah Smith along with Steph Miller. Both 
teams are expecting great ru nners back with their 
respective squads next year. Watch out for Mike 
Baude, Doug Civi leo, Son Thai, Josh Mishou, Kim 
Cross, Emily Woodman, and Leah Cohen also will 
most likely set great marks for the girls next year. 
Assistant coaches Mike Berrier and Ian Braun were 
also a tremendous help throughout the season . 
Row I, L to R; David Haskell, Travis Smith, 
Josh Beers, Mike Baude, Lindley McArthy, 
Srntt Butterfield, Joe Locke, Eddie Sanborn, 
Awesus Mitchell, Jeremy Colson. Row 2, L to 
R: Lisah Smith.Joni Fornier, Wendi Gormley, 
Kim Cross, Selena Hastings, Elizabeth Slaven, 
Catherine-Slaven. Leah Cohen . Row 3, L to R: 
Andy Wa1kins, David Brownell. Doug Civiel-
lo, Son Thai, Jeff Merril, Matt Woodman. 
Jason Harri~. Bob Young, Ben Conrad. Row 4, 
L to R: Amy Goddard. Debbie Hachey, Tif-
fany Gordoh, Laura Sabel. Katrina Spaulding, 
Janet Spaulding, Maggie Michaud, Tina 
Young, Emily Woodman, Sara McPherson. 
Steph Miller. Row 5, L to R: Coach Walton, 
Toni Hunter, Jeff Bowden, Jon Hamm. 
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GUTS AND 
GLORY 
This year's Lady Rams Swim Team 
didn't need a lot of motivation from 
Coach Jim Willis. Captains Patti Sawyer, 
Jessie Sexton and Sarah Shubert provided 
the motivation and desire to succeed that 
all teams should have. The Lady Rams 
proved once again to be a force in Maine 
swimming. With a great depth of swim-
mers, the team was able to capture its 12th 
consecutive P.V.C. Championship crown. 
They were beaten by just 6.5 points by 
Cape Elizabeth in the State Meet. 
Throughout the entire season, the girls 
stuck together and shared a bond that 
could not be matched. With swimmers like 
Amy Walls, Missy McEwen, Cate Splane 
and Ellie Edson coming back next year, 
the rest of Class A will fear the Bangor 
tidal wave coming to a pool near them. 
1BE 
RE D 
Hebron 
Orono 
Cape Elizabeth! 
Brewer 
John Bapst 
Westbrook 
Mt. Desert 
PVC 
State Meet 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
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DIVE IN 
The tradition of swimming excel-
lence was once again shown by our 
boy's swim team. This year's team sur-
pnsed many schools especially with 
their opening upset of the 199 1 state 
champs, Cape Elizabeth. They contin-
ued their strong showing throughout 
the season with a come-from-behind tie 
with arch rival, Old Town, and then 
proceeded to crush the Indians at the 
P .V..C. Championship meet. Coach Phil 
Emery once again instilled in his team 
the fire to work hard and ach ieve as 
much as possible whi le at the same time 
having fun. The team was led by seniors 
Parke (Golden Bug) Oldenburg, Dirk 
(The Dirker) Warren and Tom (The 
Hair) Lingley. Next year's team will 
have a very strong group of returning 
swimmers such as Ben Carlisle, Chris 
Gallon, Mark and J ay Hannon, Todd 
O ldenburg and Aaron Roth. Beware of 
swimming up to this bunch in a dark 
pool! 
lfrbron 
Orono 
THE 
ECORD 
Cape Fli1abe1h 
Brewer 
John Bap'! 
\\' t''I brool-. 
\11. Ot',t'rl 
Old To\\n 
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\\' 
\\' 
\\' 
\\' 
\\' 
\\' 
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Row I, L to R: Chris M<·Gr.llh, Sean Fitz-
gt'rald, Cory Thayt'r , Stian Sandal , Enri<1uc 
Alan1.o-Sandw,, Aaron Roth, Alex Zenzian. 
Ben Rotx·rtson, .John Oevt'au ,.J..J. Fidler. Row 
2, L to R: Brian Newbigan. Mark Hannon, 
M.trk Li•ter, Bt•n Carli.le, .John Russdl, Dirk 
Warrt'n , Parke Oldenburg, .John Becker , 
I odd Oldenburg, Ed Allt•n, Dan Fitzpatrick. 
Coa<h Emen . Row 3, L to R: Tim Gallon, 
.Jamt·s Kaise;, Mike I lart, Brad Hand, Chris 
Gallon, P.11ri<·k Griflin, Oan Ried, Brian Long. 
St•·w Foley . Don Silver, Sam Singal. 
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SCORE 
T he Bangor Hockey Team under 
Coach Tim McDougal put on a show of 
force with every game p layed. The 
team was led by captains Eddie Hannan 
and Micah Robbins who made their op-
ponents pay for every trip down to their 
end of the rink with bruising checks and 
hustling defense. From there, they 
would simply swarm around the oppo-
nent's goal bringing havoc on other 
goalies. One highlight which will not be 
forgotten for a while was the upset of 
the number one ranked Lewiston dur-
ing the season. Despite the fact that 
Bangor didn't make the play-offs, the 
team was fun to watch throughout the 
season. 
Row I, L to R: Wayne Rolland, Chad Bazinet, 
Mt>gan Smith, Micah Robbins (Capt.), Ryan 
Maher, Brian Sprague, Seth Hardy. Row 2, L 
to R: Coach Tim McDougal, Dan Deveau, Ken 
Sylvestri. F.ddie Hannon (Capt.), Allen Ever-
ett, Justin lwanizek, Craig Mathews (mgr.), 
Kim Flagg (mgr.), Jea Chung (asst. coach). 
Row 3, L to R: Russell Moores, Kevin 
Varnum, Buddy Syphers, F.ric Neal, Kevin 
Parke, Peter Ogilvie, Chuck Grenier, John 
Kelley (as.<11. coach). 
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CHEERING 
Courtney Roderick, Jessica Sudborough, Elizabeth Gould, Dyanne Blaisdell, Shannon Jenkins, Michelle 
Buckley, Nicole Waggoner, Gillian Long, Kelly Hatch, Jennifer Tear, Kristen Boulier 
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CHEERING 
First Row, L to R: Veronica Gomez, Tina Keeling, Kimberly Merry. llannah Smith. Row 2: Sharmaine 
Moore, Scarlet Langway, Tara Mitchell, Melanie Sherwood. Row 3: Kim Sherman, Hannah Haney, 
Marisha Ouellette, Carrie Caler, Sara Gelfand. 
Row I, L to R: Marisha Ouellette, Scarlet Langway. Row 2: Veronica Gomez, Laura Haslam , Tara 
Mitchell. Row 3: Hannah Smith, Sara Gelfand, Kimberly Merry, Rene Hughe,, llannah Haney, Cheryl St. 
Lawrence. 
Eddie Hannan 
Hockey 
Parke Oldenburg 
Swimming 
Nicole Hawkes 
Field Hockey 
J essica Sexton 
Diving 
Scotl Young 
Baseball 
Faces 
• 1n a 
Crowd 
Faces m the 
those people 
thought to excel, 
crowd 
who were 
work 
hard the most and have 
more than average seasons 
this year at Bangor High. 
Faces In The Crowd are 
those people who not only 
improved themselves but 
their teams as well. These 
were the people who shone 
for th the most in their re-
spective sports: 
Brian Haskell 
Weightlifting 
Nahesi Grant 
Soccer 
Bill ewman 
Ba,ketball 
Joni Fournier 
Soccer 
Charlotte Cyr 
Ba~ketball 
Kri\ti Merithew 
Cro\\ Country 
Amy Goddard 
Tennis 
Lenny Ryan 
Golf 
Joe Locke 
Track 
SUPERINTENDENT'S MESSAGE 
Let me extend my personal congratulations to the Bangor High School Graduating Class of 1992. I expect 
that upon reflection of your years in the Bangor public school system, and more specifically Bangor High 
School, have been productive. 
The Bangor School Department takes pride in offering the very best educational opportunities and 
experiences for all its students. As Superintendent of Schools, and on behalf of the Bangor Scho~I 
Department, I want to acknowledge the variety and magnitude of accomplishments by members of the Class 
of 1992. Your academic performance has been outstanding. Your achievements in co-curricular activities 
have been many, and your overall efforts have brought pride upon your community. 
Never before in our history as a nation has the value of a high school education been more apparent. 
Today, a high school diploma is but the threshold over which all must pass. Beyond high school graduation is 
a world of opportunity. Whether you elect to enter a post-secondary institution, the job market, or the 
military, there is a need for you to recognize that there is no real end to formal education. Future job 
opportunities and quality of life issues will demand that your quest for new knowledge become a lifelong 
pursuit. 
To each member of this year's graduating class, best wishes and lifelong happiness. 
James F. Doughty 
Superint_endent of Schools 
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THIS IS THE END 
OF THE BEGINNING • 
Cindy Albert 
Stephanie Anderson 
Laura Baker 
Fel icia Baron 
Joshua Bears 
Kevin Beatham 
Nicole Beaulieu 
Tonya Bennett 
Stephanie Benson 
Todd Berlucchi 
Heidi Bires 
Christine Birkle 
Joshua Black 
Roman Blake 
Michele Blamit 
Timothy Bogan 
Myriam Botero 
J eflrey Bowden 
Phillip Boyd 
Jonathan Boyorak 
Kristi Bragg 
Mark Braveman 
Susan Bretthauer 
Aaron Brewer 
Jennifer Bridges 
Bobbie Brown 
Kathryn Burgess 
Traci Burpee 
F.li1.abeth Campbell 
Jason Carter 
Chris Chamberlain 
Kelly Clark 
F.than Cohen 
Samantha Cohen 
Arthur Colvin 
Jessica Commeau 
Renee Conners 
Shonna Cook 
Lisa Cook 
Amanda Corey 
Shawn Cox 
Cory Craft 
F.than Croce 
James Curless 
Jennifer Curtis 
Charlotte Cyr 
Jennifer Cyr 
Kimberly Oaigle 
Marcus Oavis 
Betsy Oay 
Paul OeCesere 
Brandi Oetour 
F.sheen Oo 
Todd Oovilin 
Alicia Ooyle 
Christie Oresser 
Jody Oupuis 
Shannon Eberhart 
Jennifer Eldridge 
Jenni1er F.mery 
Julie F.mery 
Allen F.verett 
Nina Faulkner 
Jonathan Fisk 
Joey Flemming 
Oavid Foley 
Kevin Foss 
Joni Fournier 
Steven Francini 
Liv Franson 
Karen French 
Oeanna Bagner 
Robert Ganem 
Casey George 
Amy Goddard 
Amanda Godsoe 
Lorena Gome /. 
Tara Greene 
Oebbie Hachey 
Andre Hager 
Edward Hannan 
Aaron Hartery 
Eduardo Hashimoto 
Oavid 1 laskell 
Stephanie Hast in gs 
Nicole Hawke~ 
Oawn Henry 
John Herlihy 
G raid Ht·wes 
Mathe\\ J-1 iggim 
James Hill 
Rebecca Hodg kim 
Brkt' Hughes 
Scott Hunt 
John Hunter 
Amy Irish 
Brian lllSacs 
Justin lwaniszek 
R)all Jacque> 
Johnj~well 
F.rik Joeckel 
Jon J o lin 
Sam Jones 
Robin Jordan 
Sarah Jordan 
Tricia Jordan 
Charles J unk ins 
Tina Kee ling 
Sean Ke lly 
J odi Ke nnedy 
lynett e Ken nedy 
Ir ina Kly t hnikova 
F.ric Kn ub le 
Lynnar Kondor 
Molly Kornfield 
Jason LaGrange 
Susan Lapre~inosa 
Amanda Lawless 
James Lay 
Thomas Ledair 
Ben Leigh 
Tom LeMay 
Craig Lepage 
Jason Levesque 
Oerek Lewis 
Michael Lewis 
Oawn Libby 
Thomas Lingley 
Timothy Linscott 
Tony Lister 
George Litt le 
Jody Littlefield 
Joseph Locke 
Mathew Lodgek 
Kristy Look 
Melissa Loring 
Oenise Madore 
Jessica Madore 
Raven Manocchio 
Jeremy Marshman 
Gary Martin 
Jennifer Martini 
George Masnyk 
Craig Matthews 
Oenise McCann 
Lindley McCarthy 
Mathew McCart 
C h r istopher McGrath 
Eli1.abeth Mc cnney 
John McLean 
Joshua McNeilly 
Brian Meager 
Kristi Merrithew 
Lany Merry 
Stephanie M11lt•r 
Awesus Mitdwll 
Amhl'r Moody 
Chris Moody 
Sharmaine Moore 
Ca>ey Moore 
Mart Murin 
Amanda Mumm 
Chris Mu.rplt~ 
Melodf ~11on 
William ~w•an 
Kelly Nickerson 
Stacy Nod1oe 
Scott Nutter 
Kamna 0 l>QoneH 
Jennifer Ogilvre 
Parke Oldenburg 
Stephen Opt>mhaw 
Mic helle Oullette 
Cassady Pappas 
Tonya Parks 
J e nnifer Patry 
J e nnife r Prithman 
Angel ina Peterson 
Do n Pie rct· 
Mar ie Pint o 
Thomas Po irier 
Jennifer Powers 
J ennifer Pusey 
T imothy Qui nn 
Kyle Ra nd 
Ed Raymond 
Patrick Reed 
Tony Rice 
Andrew Richards 
Robert Richmond 
Micah Robbins 
John Robertson 
Wendy Rodman 
Scott Rose 
Laurie Rosenthal 
Amanda Roth 
Emilie Roy 
Tina Rush 
Emily Russell 
Lenny Ryan 
Alec Sargent 
Patricia Sawyar 
Amy Seger 
Buddy Severance 
Rebecca Sewall 
Jessica Sexton 
Wendy Shaw 
Kevin Sherrard 
Sarah Shubert 
Tammy Sibley 
Claudia Sides 
Erin Small 
Carrie Smith 
Oavid Smith 
Lisha Smith 
Travis Smith 
William Smith 
Catina Spaulding 
Nate Spearing 
Allyson Sprague 
Joel St. Pierre 
Misty Stacey 
0011 Stanley 
Sara Stevens 
Bran Stimpson 
andy Stolkner 
S even Su~joc 
K vin Suroweic 
Je niter Talbott 
Dan Trung Thai 
Kt· n neth Theriault 
Gin Thompson 
Holl y Tilton 
Jaso ·, Townsend 
Kev 111 Tracy 
Mi helle Violette 
A manda Walker 
Pa ul Walker 
Christopher Walsh 
Pat Wardwell 
Dirk Warren 
Amy Waterman 
Kaili Welch 
Jane Wellman 
Forest Wheelock 
Adam White 
Jason Wiggins 
Lee Wilson 
Todd Winchester 
Courtney Worcester 
Ronald Worcester 
Jennifer Yarbrough 
Scott Young 
Naomi Zabot 
THE WORLD A WAITS YOU: 
• 
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 
• 
168 1992 Your Student Couueil 
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The past is 
our's to 
i~herish 
' The fuiure, 
your's to 
forge. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom 
Thor, Callie 
and Mandy.' 
Way to go, 
JAYNE! 
Here's to 
success 
at TUFTS 
and 
always! 
Love, 
Mom, Chuck 
' Missy and 
Exodus 
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·  CONG RA TULA TIONS 
TO 
BANGOR HIGH SCHOOL 
SENIORS 
CLASS OF 1992 
We wish all of you 
the very best and most 
prosperous of years to come. 
Special Congratulations to our son 
TOM LECLAIR. 
We are proud of you! 
Dale and Linda LeClair 
Brother Stephen LeCiair 
Congratulations! 
EDWARD!!! 
All Our 
Love! 
Dad, Mom, 
Meaghan . and Ryan 
Well done, Lisah! 
We are proud of 
your accomplishments 
and even more of 
the special person 
you are. 
Congratulations 
Lisah Smith 
& 
the entire class of '92 
(the best is yet to come) 
Love-
Mom, Dad & David 
GOOD LUCK 
Congratulations 
Kristi & Erin 
WE LOVE YOU! 
Your Parents 
Congratulations 
Andy. 
We are always 
so proud 
of you! 
Much love, 
Mom, Dad, 
and Jeff 
to the ENTIRE SENIOR CLASS 
M~ ~e, tf ~d S(,(('feSs t~ o~ oUIL pWLSLIITS. 
~OUIL 2ditollS 
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Congratulations Betsy 
and the class of '92 
Plisga and Day 
Land Surveyors 
Congratulations Class of '92 
From 
Fairmount Market 
662 Hammond St. 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Telephone 947-7338 
And 
Corner Store 
575 Hammond St. 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Telephone 990-2406 
GOOD LUCK!! • 
Law Offices 
of 
Kenneth L. Jordan, Jr. 
(207) 94 1-1975 
26-28 Columbia Street 
Bangor, Maine 0440 I 
Congratulations 
Class of 
1992 
from 
P~RKEWAV 
'TRANSPORT 
Congratulations Class of 
1992 
~,amily Fun Lanes, Inc. /~ #!1- Ten Pin Bowling at its Best f.d: 
15 Hildreth Street • Bangor, Maine 04401 
Andy M..,ucci 
Manager 
Telephone 
207-942-6701 
B.DB Designs, Inc. 
Software, Training, and Support 
Point of Sale 
Medical, Dental 
Time and Service Billing 
"Better Software, by Design" · 
4 Union Street Bangor 945-3 I I 5 
Congratulations 
Class of 1992 
from 
Varney GMC 
173 
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*lhe Banucr 
_ ___.Sk ..... i _ __.l 
_Rat"-.... 1 
MainE Squau · Ranonr. Malne 1144111 
945-6474 Jeff Peet 
207·9 4 7·4 115 
Jlcadia !Realty Pa'l.tne'l.ship 
(207) 942-3184 
Melvin "Red" Fowler 
President 
AC ADI A MEDICA L ARTS 
BUILDING·WI NG PARK 
4 0 4 STATE STREET 
BANGOR. MAINE 044 01 
11 Water Street 
Bangor. Maine 04401 
207 I 9 4 7 4 1 32 
CLARK'S WATCH REPAIR 
p 0 Box 141 1 1 BRO AD ST REET 
BANGOR MA INE 0 4401 
Bangor Savings Bank 
Member FDIC 
Bangor- 4 Offices • Belfast • Brewer 
Dover-Foxcroft • Eastport • Ellsworth • Greenville 
Houlton • Millinocket • Orono 
/EHPI 2(17-942-4667 
Barbara A. Hannon 
President 
EASTERN HEALTH PLACEME~N~T ___ _ 
136 Union Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
tor Physicians and Nurses 
Good Luck Class 
of 
1992 
CONG RA TULA TIO NS TO 
Prentiss & Carlisle Co. 
NICOLE HAWKES 
AMANDA GODSOE 
PATTI SA WYER 
SARAH SHUBERT 
LINDLEY McCARTHY 
KA TE O'DONNELL 
EMILLIE ROY 
JESSICA SEXTON 
ERIN SMALL 
MOLLY KORNFIELD 
STEPHANIE MILLER 
SARAH JORDAN 
JENNIFER PUSEY 
LISAH SMITH 
DENISE MADORE 
JESSICA MADORE 
EMILY RUSSELL 
Inc. 
GOOD LUCK!! 
Prentiss & Carlisle 
Management Co. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
GRADUATES! 
107 Court St. EATON PEABODY 
BRADFORD & VEAGUE 
Bangor, Maine A T T 0 R N E Y S A T L A W 
BANGOR• AUGUSTA• BRUNSWICK• CAMDEN• DOVER·FOXCROFT 
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '92! 
BEST WISHES 
and 
GOOD LUCK 
from 
THOMAS MORELLI 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
15 BRIMMER ST. 
BREWER, ME 04412 
TEL. 989-2577 
THANKS FOR OUR BIGGEST YEAR YET!! 
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SUPPORTING OUR 
STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS 
IS SOMETHING 
SPECIAL AT 
" aha1us 
Congratulations to the Class of 1992 
J\L.LEN I FREEMAN & MOORS 
L1 AGENCY 
Offering All Types of 
Business, Personal & Professional 
Insurance 
NORTON & WEEKS 
LAW OFFICE 
Gary J. Norton, Esq. 
Paul A. Weeks, Esq. 
Key Plaza 
Suite 203 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Sometimes the 
real learning 
takes place 
between classes. 
One on one, you and the subject. Or into yourself. 
teacher. Discussing. debating. Key Bank consratulates 
Clearing up a point, asking you for what you have 
a last question. Taking the learned. And we hope you 
time to really understand never stop learning, even 
something. when the classes are over. 
Education doesn't just a <>-n-
come from the text or the 
lesson plan or the tests. Some-
times it comes from digging BANK 
1ust a little deeper into a 
BANGOR HARDWARE 
Penobscot Plaza 945-5542 
• 
Neighborhood Market 
2 2 7 Grove St. 
Bangor, Maine 
" Good Luck Class" 
7fial--ita/ae PILOT'S GRILL 
P 0 BOX 2712 
BANGOR. ME 04401 
HARDWARE STORES 
44 CENTRAL STREET 
BANGOR . ME 044 01 
TEL 990·5407 
Outer Hammond St. 
BANGOR 
~~· 
RICHARD J . KOCHIS, R.Ph. 
512 HAMMOND STlll(T 
BANGOll . Ml 04401 
947-!IMll 
MAIN1'. 
~IVERS 
Scuba Center 
368 Harlow St. 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Tel. (207) 990-DIVE 
Dive Travel 
Instruction 
Air Fills 
Sales 
Service 
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siiiith 
(]~c=][?](] 
Wulbrook • Hampden • Presque Isle 
NOW SERVING ENTIRE STATE OF MAINE 
Groceries, Ptbduce. 
Meats, Frozen, Paper 
Goods, Janitorial Supplies, 
Table Top Items ani:I More 
1-800-824-FOOD 
945-9479 
Compliments of The 
B.K.F.S.C. 
Congratulations 
and 
Best of Luck 
Bangor-Merrifield 
@ififfi~@ ~till~~Il~ 9 ITITil~o 
14 State Street 207-942-5511 
Bangor, ME 04401 1-800-564-5511 
Fax 207-942-8558 
Congratulations 
Class of 1 992 
Compliments of a Friend 
.... 
-:-.· · 
l=AMILY 
~E~TAUllANT 
, 
..... ._ ... - .. ·:-" ... .-._-:. -:.- -- . : .. "itbjj.w-
union ST.----BAnGOR-
Also: 
• children's tapes 
• stories on tape 
•art materials 
• puzzles and 
games 
• wooden toys ---ti?iar Patch 
Specializing in 
children's books 
Stay on the Right Foot! 
Best Wishes 
29 Broad St. 
941-0255 
Dr. Roy B. Corbin, 
Podiatrist 
Comprehensive Podiatry - Sports Medicine 
205 French St. Bangor, ME 
945-5554 
Orthotics, Prosthetics 
Customized Footwear 
Mercury Orthopedics, Inc. 
Roger Marshall C.P. 
Certified Prosthetist 
B.O.C. Orthotist 
In Town Plaza 
352 Harlow St., Suite A 
Bangor, ME 04401-4908 
(207) 941-9544 
W. C. Bryant & Son, Inc. 
Tel. 947-6548 
Jewelers of Distinction 
for 
Four Generations 
46 Main Street 
Bangor, Moine 
04401 
T 
H 
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H 
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OF 
487 Union Street 
family Hairstyling 
D 
~ "ROFFLER SCULPTUR-
KUT" 
D 
Call 
Dave or Laura 
for Appointment 
CALL 945-9631 
\VOOJH~OW W. ('~OSS ACE:--:<'Y 
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE & BONDING 
KEY PLAZA 
23 WATER ST. I P. 0. BOX 1383 
BANGOR, ME 04401 
TEL. : 947 .7345 
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··BRAEiEi 
Keeping the wheels turning since 7 854 
AUTOMOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL • WELDING SUPPLIES 
N. H. BRAGG & SONS 
1')2 PERRY ROAD. PO BOX 927 
BANGOR. MAINE 04402-0927 
(207) 947-8611 
"We extend our best wishes to the 
graduating class of 1992" 
Congratulations Graduates 
Downtown Bangor 
Open 7 days a week 
Wickes Lumber 
We've Got All It Teke1 To l ulld All You NH d 
• Plywood • Herdw1r• • Doon • • TruN•• 
• Rooting • E:lec:trlc1t Window• • P•nt 
• tn1ul1tlon • F.,,clng • C1bln1t1 • Hot Walef 
• Siding • Paneling • PlumtNn1 Hee..,. 
Jun Say CHAltGE JT/I I w -1 ~ = 
945-9416 
10l7H•"""9ft41k 
...... 
453-9336 
....... ", ..... ,_. , ..._ 
.Ji/ 
·7* 
JAMES F . MONAHAN 
MANAGER 
TELEPHONE 989-4231 
WE DEAL IN MEMORIES 
21 N . MAIN STREET 
BREWER . ME 0441 2 
Lenox Studio Congratulates 
The Class of '92 
Best Wishes to you all, we 
appreciate the patronage of 
Bangor High School 
Family Restaurant and Lounge 
1165 Union Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
George & Kim Brountas 
(207) 942-6444 
Today's Computer Service 
137 State Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Mike Stott, President 
942-2310 
Brewer, 
Maine 
Congratulations 
Class of 1992 
Compliments of 
Wight's Sporting 
Goods 
72-76 COLUMBIA STREET 
BANGOR. MAINE 04401 
LES WALLS 
TELEVISION • APPLIANCE 
41 Bangor Mall Blvd. • Bangor, ME 04401 • 947-3722 
172 N. Main St., Brewer, ME 
989-4433 
• I' A ll U I . 0 U S F LI I\ N I 11 i I\ I • 
Marlene's Uniform Shop 
EST 
1959 
(207) 945-9813 
(207) 945-6269 
Twin City Plaza 
State Street, Brewer, ME 04412 
989-2208 
Fleet Bank 
A Member of Fleet/Norstar Financial Croup 
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Maine Trailer 
Bangor, Maine 
To the class of '92 
We wish you all much 
happiness and success 
Susan & Irwin Singer 
Congratulations From 
Frank's Bake Shop, Inc. 
and Catering Service 
"WHERE GOOD MEANS THE BEST" 
199 STATE ST. Bangor, ME 
' 
04401 
Tel. 947-4594 
Excel Computer 
' 
' '\. 
' 
' 
' '\. 
' 
' / v 
Tony Cerbone 
4 Union St. 
Bangor, ME 04401 
(207) 990-3305 
/ 
/ 
/ 
-=· DISCOUNT 
849 STILLWATER AVE 
BANGOR. ME 04401 
207-942-0717 
Compliments 
Dr. Daniel J. McCarthy 
NATIONAL SELECTED M O RTICIANS 
CLARK-PIPER CHAPEL 
Brewer. Maine 
133 Center Street. Bangor. Maine 04401 
207/942-8815 
BROOKINGS-SMITH 
Bangor. Maine 
LaBEAU CHAPEL 
Orono. Maine 
I •I•) :1 :~'I 
~ 
~ 
EQUIPMENT CO. 
Parts • Sales • Service 
Donald Dorr 
1408 Hammond St. • Bangor, ME 04401 
Phone: 207/945-5965 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 1992 
DOWN EAST 
ORTHOPEDIC 
ASSOC., P.A. 
Jordan J. Shubert. M.D. 
Garrett R. Martin, M .D . 
P. Gregory Askins, M .D. 
404 State Street 
Bangor, M e. 04401 
947-8381 
941-9550 
Best Wishes 
Members of Class 
of 1992! 
rMYl 
MAINE 
BAG 
21 MAIN STREET BANGOR MALL 
BAR HARBOR, MAINE BANGOR.MAINE 
FREEPORT CROSSING 
FREEPORT, MAINE 
STANDARD SHOES 
• Downtown Bangor 
• Bangor Mall 
• Airport Mall 
•Downtown 
Waterville 
Congratulations to all 
Bangor High School SeniorS! 
A 
BANGOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Your Partner in Building a Secure Energy Future 
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